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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the end of World War II, ambitious institutions and regimes have emerged to regulate international economic life. The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) provided multilateral legal guidelines for governing trade restraints; the World Trade Organization (WTO), as the new incarnation of the GATT’s original institutions, has extended its jurisdiction to encompass intellectual property and services.¹ The International Monetary Fund (IMF) initially wielded extensive authority over the international monetary system and, though its mission has been in flux since the 1970s, retains a leading role in the international financial system.² Alongside these global regimes, numerous regional and bilateral treaties pursue greater trade liberalization and investment protection. Other treaty regimes control trade in specific goods such as nuclear materials, weapons, and cultural property.

Despite these developments, economic regulation in crucial areas such as competition, securities, and banking remains first and foremost a domestic phenomenon. The first major attempt to set up a global competition regime failed in 1947 with the Havana Charter, as have periodic attempts to resuscitate the idea.³ Transnational securities transactions are subject to overlapping and sometimes contradictory national laws. Likewise, national regulators, not global authorities, supervise internationally active banks. In the absence of international treaties and institutions, national regulators have created informal networks to exchange ideas, coordinate their enforcement efforts, and negotiate common standards. Thus, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision promotes cooperation in bank regulation and supervision; the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) coordinates international securities regulation and enforcement; and the International Competition Network (ICN) fosters policy convergence among antitrust authorities.

In recent years, scholars of global governance have devoted substantial attention to the promise and perils of these transnational (or transgovernmental) regulatory networks (TRNs).⁴ In its most ambitious form, the theory of regulatory networks claims that TRNs illustrate a pivotal

---


contemporary phenomenon: the disaggregation of the state in the conduct of its international relations. In this view, individual government agencies and actors negotiate directly with their foreign counterparts and reach informal understandings relating to their areas of responsibility. Their expertise and insulation from domestic political pressures allows them to solve problems that traditional international organizations cannot adequately address. In the strongest normative account of TRNs to date, Anne-Marie Slaughter argues that TRNs can solve what she describes as the "globalization paradox." On the one hand, TRNs effectively address global problems that individual governments cannot tackle alone. On the other hand, because TRNs are decentralized, dispersed, and involve participants that are domestically accountable, they do not pose the kinds of threats to democracy, freedom, or national sovereignty that make world government undesirable. While advocates of TRNs acknowledge some of their drawbacks—such as limited democratic accountability and imperfect global representation—they claim that these deficiencies can be alleviated through relatively modest reforms, such as broader membership and links with global civil society.

This Article advocates for a more cautious approach to the TRN phenomenon. Based on a theoretical and empirical analysis of TRNs, it argues that they face several fundamental limitations that have not been fully taken into account by previous scholarship and, as a result, are unlikely to meet the high expectations raised by their advocates. These limitations cannot easily be alleviated because they arise from the very features—domestic accountability and informality—that make TRNs normatively attractive in the first place.

First, domestic constraints on the autonomy of regulators, while ensuring some degree of accountability, cast doubt on the purported insulation of the regulators from the domestic political pressures that make formal international agreements difficult to reach. Instead, this Article argues, national regulators are tied to domestic constituencies by incentives and accountability structures that are much stronger than their links to any "hypothetical global polity." As a result, national regulators acting in TRNs are not free to pursue optimal global public policy for its own sake. Instead, one should expect that their positions will be shaped by the preferences of domestic constituencies.

Second, while some of the international regulatory issues faced by TRNs involve coordinating standards and procedures in ways that are beneficial to all states and create no incentives to defect, many do not lend themselves to uncontroversial technical solutions. Instead, international regulatory cooperation often raises significant conflicts over the distributive consequences of new standards, as the costs and benefits of alternative proposals fall on different states. Once adopted, TRN standards also frequently face enforcement problems, as states are tempted to defect from the cooperative solution under pressure from domestic constituencies.

Finally, TRNs are institutionally ill equipped to resolve these conflicts. In order to solve distributive conflicts, international negotiations must involve

5. See Slaughter, supra note 4, at 8-10.
6. See id. ch. 6.
7. Id. at 29.
concessions and tradeoffs across issue-areas and, in some cases, threats and other manifestations of relative power. These tasks are not easily entrusted to regulatory agencies, and are at odds with the supposedly apolitical nature of the TRN process. In addition, the informal and nonbinding nature of the rules adopted by TRNs, and their incapacity to monitor or enforce them, limits their effectiveness in circumstances where states have incentives to defect.

This Article considers these limitations through detailed case studies of three TRNs—the Basel Committee, IOSCO, and the ICN—that are widely regarded as successful, making them prima facie cases favorable to Slaughter’s theory. Importantly, it does not argue that these limitations are unique to TRNs, or that specific alternatives such as formal international institutions, regional or bilateral arrangements, “bottom-up” international lawmaking, or unilateral regulatory action by powerful states are always preferable. The limitations of these other mechanisms have been extensively studied and, in some cases, they parallel those of TRNs. What this Article argues, however, is that current evidence regarding the effectiveness of TRNs is insufficient to support strong normative claims regarding their transformational impact on global governance. In particular, it questions the idea that TRNs represent a “third way” through which effective global regulation can emerge without the drawbacks of formal institutions or government procedures. It also explores the possibility that TRNs might promote regulatory convergence through social processes of networking, persuasion, and acculturation, but concludes that the evidence available is insufficient to support this hypothesis. Hence, the intent of this piece is not to argue against TRNs per se, but to pave the way for a more realistic assessment of their strengths and weaknesses, and to more clearly illustrate their legitimate, if intrinsically limited, role in the constellation of mechanisms that make up the emerging global governance system.

Part II of this Article reviews the main characteristics of TRNs and the normative claims made by their advocates. Section III.A describes the multiple domestic legal and political constraints faced by national regulators when participating in TRNs. Section III.B then draws on international relations theory to characterize the international regulatory problems faced by TRNs and identify potential limitations on their effectiveness. In particular, it argues that TRNs are ill equipped to address distributive problems, where states share common objectives but would prefer different solutions; and enforcement problems, where individual states can gain by defecting from the cooperative solution after it is adopted. Section III.C concludes this Article’s theoretical treatment by describing its main hypotheses and the two-step analytical framework that will guide the following case studies.

Part IV illustrates the limitations of TRNs through three case studies of major TRN initiatives. First, an analysis of the global capital standards adopted by the Basel Committee reveals the substantial role of domestic pressures and relative power relations in the initial negotiations, and the failure of the network to prevent substantial inconsistencies in national

---

implementation. The objective of creating a level playing field in international banking has not been achieved, a situation unlikely to be improved by the recent Basel II standards. Second, while regulators in developed countries have successfully coordinated securities law enforcement under the auspices of the IOSCO, this coordination was made possible by the prevalence of shared interests among them and is limited to procedural rules. In contrast, developed states resorted to coercive tactics to secure cooperation against fraud by offshore financial centers, whose interests favored laxer laws and less transparency. Other initiatives by IOSCO, such as its failed effort to establish global capital standards for securities firms, point to the limits of informal cooperation when domestic interests clash. Finally, while it is too early to assess the success of the ICN’s initiatives to promote substantive convergence in antitrust, this new initiative takes place in an international regulatory environment still deeply shaped by the unilateral policymaking of the United States and the European Union.

Part V describes how the three case studies described above are consistent with the theoretical framework elaborated in Part III, and discusses the implications of these findings for the ongoing debate over TRNs. It examines hypotheses based on market forces and sociological theory that attempt to explain how rules adopted by TRNs may be effective despite conflicts with domestic preferences, but finds them insufficient to support normative claims about TRNs. However, it also reviews the international relations literature on “soft law” and finds that, with some qualifications, it provides a useful starting point for a rationalist account of TRNs. Finally, it sounds a cautionary note regarding current proposals for more formal administrative procedures to govern TRN rulemaking, and the implications of public choice theory for the effectiveness and desirability of TRNs. In conclusion, the Article finds that, while TRNs are a useful means of regulatory policy coordination in certain circumstances, the more ambitious normative claims regarding their impact on global governance are exaggerated. What is needed, it argues, is theoretical and empirical analysis of TRNs that is sensitive to the political aspects of international regulatory cooperation.

II. THE RISE OF REGULATORY NETWORKS

A. What Are Regulatory Networks?

The emergence of several major cooperative initiatives among national regulators began engaging the attention of international law scholars in the 1990s. The Basel Committee had successfully adopted an international accord on bank capital adequacy in 1988, and efforts were underway to strengthen the rulemaking activity of IOSCO and the International Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS). Networks of environmental


10. See, e.g., Raustiala, supra note 4, at 31-35 (discussing IOSCO); Zaring, supra note 4
and antitrust regulators were also cited to illustrate an emerging global trend toward soft law and informal regulatory cooperation.\textsuperscript{11} Early commentators expressed concern that these initiatives evidenced a shift toward disaggregated global governance by experts acting outside the constraints of domestic political structures and the normal foreign affairs process.\textsuperscript{12}

Scholars such as Kal Raustiala and David Zaring eventually proposed more detailed accounts of TRNs that identify several important networks and their principal characteristics and purposes.\textsuperscript{13} According to their accounts, TRN members are not states but national regulatory agencies, and TRNs have no international legal personality or status beyond that conferred on their organization under the national law of their host country.\textsuperscript{14} TRNs tend to operate by consensus without formal voting procedures; their membership is selective; and despite recent efforts at greater transparency, many of their important meetings and negotiations are kept secret until the resulting document is released.\textsuperscript{15} Most importantly, the guidelines and other documents they promulgate have no international legal status, meaning that they do not create international legal obligations and do not require the same cumbersome domestic ratification procedures as treaties. Finally, the networks do not formally monitor the implementation of their decisions or provide dispute-resolution procedures.\textsuperscript{16}

No doubt because of the variety of TRNs and their disparate structures, there is not one consistent definition of TRNs in the literature.\textsuperscript{17} Nevertheless, for purposes of this Article, the following tentative definition usefully describes the phenomenon: TRNs are informal multilateral forums that bring together representatives from national regulatory agencies or departments to facilitate multilateral cooperation on issues of mutual interest within the authority of the participants. This definition distinguishes TRNs from formal treaty-based international organizations, such as the WTO, IMF, World Bank, and European Union, as well as from regulatory forums intended to facilitate the development and implementation of binding international law instruments, such as the multiple networks of national regulators that assist the European


(\textsuperscript{13}See Raustiala, \textit{supra} note 4; Zaring, \textit{supra} note 4; \textit{see also} Slaughter, \textit{supra} note 4, at 48; David Zaring, \textit{Informal Procedure, Hard and Soft, in International Administration}, 5 \textit{Chi. J. Int'l L.} 547, 569-72 (2005) (describing common characteristics of TRNs).)

(\textsuperscript{14}See Zaring, \textit{supra} note 4, at 301-02.)

(\textsuperscript{15}Id. at 303.)

(\textsuperscript{16}Id. at 303-04.)

(\textsuperscript{17}Slaughter defines a network as "a pattern of regular and purposive relations among like government units working across the borders that divide countries from one another and that demarcate the 'domestic' from the 'international' sphere." Slaughter, \textit{supra} note 4, at 14. Importantly, Slaughter's very broad definition encompasses not only networks of regulators, but also networks of judges and legislators. My argument is limited to Slaughter's examination of regulatory networks and whether it supports her general theory of global network governance.)
Union in its regulation of financial services. It also excludes purely bilateral arrangements, such as mutual recognition and cooperation agreements between the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and individual foreign securities regulators, and high-level networks of heads of state or government or cabinet-level officials, such as the G-7 or the British Commonwealth. Finally, while this definition does not exclude networks in which nongovernmental actors participate in an advisory capacity, it assumes that government participants retain the authority to approve and implement the resulting regulatory decisions or standards.

In addition to their descriptive work, Raustiala and Zaring develop tentative functionalist accounts of the emergence of TRNs in world affairs. Raustiala argues that the disaggregation of the state through direct international cooperation among national regulatory agencies was a logical response to changes in the regulatory environment brought about by technological innovation, the expansion of domestic regulation, and economic globalization. Zaring also gives a largely positive account of TRNs, while noting the concern that regulators might use networks to free themselves from domestic constraints and pursue self-regarding aims.

B. Networks and Global Governance

This earlier work has given way more recently to an ambitious normative defense of TRNs as a privileged instrument of global governance. Thus, in A New World Order, Anne-Marie Slaughter argues that TRNs can solve what she describes as the "globalization paradox." On the one hand, globalization creates collective problems—global markets, weapons of mass destruction, environmental threats—that "can only be addressed on a global scale." On the other, world government is "both infeasible and undesirable," as it would not only fail to provide meaningful democratic representation but could also ultimately threaten individual freedoms. This paradox threatens to leave the world without effective institutional mechanisms to address a host of transnational problems, except at the price of sacrificing democratic accountability.

Slaughter argues that TRNs solve this paradox. Unlike formal international institutions that are often paralyzed by politics, TRNs have the advantages of speed, flexibility, and inclusiveness, and the capacity to dedicate sustained attention to complex regulatory problems. Once TRNs adopt rules, the domestic implementation efforts by national regulators lend them "hard power" and make them effective. Therefore, TRNs can

18. Thus, the scope of this Article is limited to what Slaughter dubs "horizontal networks" of regulators from different countries cooperating across borders, in contrast with "vertical networks" involving the implementation of formal international legal rules. SLAUGHTER, supra note 4, at 19-22.
19. See Raustiala, supra note 4, at 10-16. In a later article, Raustiala develops a theoretical account of international soft law that also has implications for TRNs. See infra Section V.C.
20. See Zaring, supra note 4, at 326-27.
21. SLAUGHTER, supra note 4, at 8.
22. Id.
23. Id.
24. Id. at 167; see also Raustiala, supra note 4, at 24-26.
25. SLAUGHTER, supra note 4, at 168-69, 185.
effectively address many of the collective problems caused by globalization. However, because they are "decentralized and dispersed, incapable of exercising centralized coercive authority," they do not raise the same democratic concerns as a centralized world government.\(^{26}\) Moreover, because their members are government actors, TRNs are ultimately accountable to their constituencies. From the standpoint of democratic theory, they are clearly preferable to amorphous and unaccountable "global policy networks" that bring together governments and private actors such as corporations and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs).\(^{27}\)

TRNs, in sum, solve the "globalization paradox" because they "expand[] our global governance capacity without centralizing policy-making power."\(^ {28}\) It is no surprise, according to Slaughter, that regulatory networks have proliferated in recent years. Beyond striving toward policy convergence in their respective domains, they also play an important role in producing and disseminating information relevant to policymaking and providing a framework for enforcement cooperation.\(^ {29}\) More generally, TRNs promote repeated interaction among national regulators, creating patterns of shared expectations and trust that facilitate future cooperation.\(^ {30}\) This, however, is not enough: Slaughter goes well beyond the detached functionalist account of TRNs and unreservedly advocates their active development. TRNs, in her view, are "a key feature of world order in the twenty-first century, but they are underappreciated, undersupported, and underused to address the central problems of global governance."\(^ {31}\) Instead, she claims, they should be "embraced" as "the architecture of a new world order."\(^ {32}\) Slaughter's scholarship on TRNs has proven very influential. Several scholars working on international regulatory cooperation have drawn extensively on her theoretical framework, although they do not uniformly accept its normative claim.\(^ {33}\)

C. Three Limitations of Network Scholarship

While the existing literature on TRNs adequately identifies the phenomenon and many of its potential benefits and concerns, developing a systematic account that synthesizes these findings and incorporates them within a normative vision of global governance has proven challenging. This

\(^{26}\) Id. at 11.

\(^{27}\) Id. at 9-10. On global policy networks, see generally WOLFGANG REINICKE, GLOBAL PUBLIC POLICY: GOVERNING WITHOUT GOVERNMENT? (1998).

\(^{28}\) SLAUGHTER, supra note 4, at 167; see also Raustiala, supra note 4, at 51.

\(^{29}\) See SLAUGHTER, supra note 4, at 51-61.

\(^{30}\) Id. at 3.

\(^{31}\) Id. at 1.

\(^{32}\) Id. at 213.

Article argues that Slaughter’s attempt to develop such an account suffers from three limitations that are symptomatic of important blind spots in TRN scholarship more generally.

First, the claim that networks of government actors are intrinsically more accountable than broader policy networks, while probably accurate, inevitably clashes with the idea that TRNs can consistently act in the interest of a “hypothetical global polity.” The issue is not merely whether TRNs are “accountable” in some abstract sense, but to whom they are accountable. What is meant, presumably, is that the domestic legal and political mechanisms that normally hold national regulators accountable to their constituencies continue to apply when regulators participate in TRNs. This hypothesis, however, raises the question whether these mechanisms, which are designed to control domestic regulation, operate as intended in the context of international regulatory cooperation. Even if they do, it is crucial to realize that they inevitably anchor national regulators to the demands of domestic constituencies rather than to the goal of international cooperation for its own sake. Thus, understanding international regulatory cooperation in TRNs requires an examination of how domestic preferences shape the positions of national regulators on specific issues.

Second, if, as noted above, the accountability mechanisms that shape the behavior of national regulators bind them to domestic interests, then the outcome of TRN initiatives will turn on the strategic interaction among participating states. If most international regulatory problems faced by TRNs involved simple coordination games—setting neutral “rules of the road” for transnational economic activity—this would be a relatively simple matter. There is little reason, however, to assume that this is the case. If, on the contrary, international regulatory cooperation involves distributive and enforcement problems, prevailing domestic interests in different states may clash over alternative rules, attempt to resist or dilute international standards, and resist compliance. The existing scholarship, however, systematically downplays conflicts of interests among states within TRNs. While there is a substantial international relations literature on the ways in which states can structure international agreements and institutions to overcome distributive and enforcement problems, the networks literature does not draw substantially on this scholarship to assess whether and how TRNs can produce effective cooperation when faced with these more contentious regulatory issues.

Third, while the existing scholarship identifies several prominent TRNs and provides detailed and generally optimistic accounts of their activities, it glosses over notable difficulties. Little attention is given to evidence that TRNs sometimes fail to address well-known international regulatory problems, and have been mired in persistent disagreement over proposed rules.

34. Slaughter, supra note 4, at 29.
35. See Rachel Brewster, The Domestic Origins of International Agreements, 44 Va. J. Int’l L. 501 (2004). One very important point that is often neglected both in the TRN literature and in the rationalist literature on international cooperation is that state preferences may be configured in such a way as to make cooperation unprofitable for all, in which case it will not occur, no matter what international mechanisms are in place. See Daniel W. Drezner, All Politics Is Global: Explaining International Regulatory Regimes 24 (2007).
Discussion of the use of TRNs as instruments of powerful states to impose their preferred standards, or the failure of networks to prevent noncompliance with their standards, is limited. An examination of these problems is essential to a balanced account of TRNs and the conditions under which they are likely to be effective. Indeed, much of the discussion of actual TRN activity is descriptive: regulators established a network, discussed regulatory policies, and issued statements.\textsuperscript{36} As Kenneth Anderson points out, however, we cannot assume that this means these networks have been successful, because “unfortunately this is also precisely the procedure followed when networks create unsuccessful outcomes.”\textsuperscript{37} A meaningful debate over the promise and perils of TRNs cannot proceed much further without some evaluation of their effectiveness in solving concrete international regulatory problems, one that takes into account failures as well as successes.\textsuperscript{38}

III. NETWORKS AND INTERNATIONAL REGULATORY COOPERATION: CONSTRAINTS AND CHALLENGES

This Part attempts to address the first two limitations of network scholarship described above. It does so by drawing on international relations theory to define the concept of international regulatory cooperation and to explain the challenges posed by distributive and enforcement problems in international regulatory matters. Moreover, it describes the multifaceted domestic constraints, both legal and political, that bind national regulators to the demands of domestic constituencies and argues that these constraints, along with other distinctive characteristics of TRNs, impair the effectiveness of TRNs to address distributive and enforcement problems. Finally, this Part synthesizes these two arguments into a concise theoretical framework to guide the three case studies presented in Part IV.

A. International Regulatory Cooperation

Robert Keohane states that “intergovernmental cooperation takes place when the policies actually followed by one government are regarded by its partners as facilitating realization of their own objectives, as the result of a process of policy coordination.”\textsuperscript{39} This broad definition encompasses phenomena as diverse as states allying against a common threat, choosing uniform telecommunications protocols, and harmonizing their business laws.

\textsuperscript{36} This point is eloquently made in Kenneth Anderson, \textit{Squaring the Circle? Reconciling Sovereignty and Global Governance Through Global Government Networks}, 118 HARV. L. REV. 1255, 1277-78 (2005) (reviewing ANNE-MARIE SLAUGHTER, A NEW WORLD ORDER (2004)).

\textsuperscript{37} \textit{Id.} at 1278 (emphasis in original).

\textsuperscript{38} This is not to say that network theorists have given no thought to these issues. Raustiala, for instance, recognizes that there are limits to network cooperation: “while networks can do much, they cannot, given their informal and flexible nature, achieve everything that regulators might desire or even what a strong multilateral agreement could.” Raustiala, \textit{supra} note 4, at 50. This recognition, however, takes the form of general disclaimers rather than a substantive exploration of the kind of factors cited above.

\textsuperscript{39} ROBERT O. KEOHANE, \textit{AFTER HEGEMONY: COOPERATION AND Discord IN THE WORLD POLITICAL ECONOMY} 51-52 (1984) (emphasis removed); \textit{see also} DREZNER, \textit{supra} note 35, at 11 (defining “regulatory coordination” as “the codified adjustment of national standards in order to recognize or accommodate regulatory frameworks from other countries”).
In each of these areas, one may find a range of possible configurations of state capabilities and interests that make it more or less difficult to achieve international cooperation. These obstacles are most visible in dramatic areas of "high politics," such as nuclear deterrence, arms control, or alliance formation. They are, however, no less present in more technical fields such as banking, securities law, and antitrust.

At one end of the spectrum are so-called "pure coordination games," in which states share a common interest in coordinating their actions. The classic example is driving rules. Individual states may require automobile drivers to drive on the right or left side of the road. Assuming that no state has made preexisting investments in infrastructure, each state is indifferent between the two rules. All states, however, share an interest in agreeing on a common rule.\(^4^0\) One important feature of pure coordination games is that the optimal outcome is self-sustaining—that is, once coordination is achieved, states lack incentives to deviate from the rule. As a result, coordination does not generally require extensive monitoring and enforcement mechanisms but can be achieved through simple agreement.\(^4^1\) The agreement need not be binding at international law, as long as it provides a "focal point" for states to anticipate each other's actions. Thus pure coordination problems seem particularly amenable to resolution through informal, nonbinding mechanisms such as regulatory networks.

This kind of situation is not uncommon in the international regulatory context. Consider the case of a transnational cartel involving enterprises located in two states. The cartel is illegal in both states and, in fact, each state would benefit from eliminating it because it imposes net social costs on its residents.\(^4^2\) In the absence of cooperation among regulatory authorities, however, the cartel members can arrange their affairs so that they cannot be effectively investigated and prosecuted. Some of the witnesses and evidence may be located in each state, with neither state having enough to form a complete picture of the conspiracy. The conspirators may respond to enforcement action in one state by moving some of their activities or evidence to the other. Even if a prosecution succeeds in one state, that state's judgments in antitrust matters may not be enforceable in the other's courts. In such a case, each state clearly benefits from coordinating its enforcement procedures with the other. They may, for example, adopt agreements providing for mutual assistance in obtaining evidence and compelling witnesses, require consultations between prosecutors to coordinate the timing of their

\[^{40}\] The pure coordination game is illustrated by the following payoff matrix:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Left</th>
<th>Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State A</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>1,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>0,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Pure Coordination Game


\[^{42}\] That is, it increases the prices charged to consumers in each state sufficiently to outweigh any benefits accruing to producers in that state.
investigations, and guarantee recognition of judgments rendered by the other’s courts. Once the agreements are adopted, prosecutors will be able to rely on them to fight transnational cartels.

As will be seen below, one would expect TRNs to be successful in achieving this kind of procedural coordination of enforcement efforts. There are, however, two important categories of problems that may hinder international cooperation efforts and that are not captured by the pure coordination game: distributive problems and enforcement problems.

Distributive problems arise when “there are multiple self-enforcing agreements or outcomes that two or more parties would all prefer to no agreement, but the parties disagree in their ranking of the mutually preferable agreements.” In game theory, this situation is often illustrated by the so-called “Battle of the Sexes,” wherein a husband and wife have to choose between attending a boxing match or the ballet. In line with time-honored stereotypes, the husband prefers the former, the wife the latter. Crucially, however, both would prefer attending the same event together to attending his or her preferred event alone.

In the regulatory context, distributive problems frequently arise when states attempt to harmonize their domestic rules to a global standard, because states often have divergent preferences regarding what the global standard should be. To build on the preceding example, suppose that states wished to go beyond coordinating their antitrust enforcement procedures and harmonize all or part of their substantive laws. This might involve adopting common rules and definitions to determine under what conditions certain controversial competitive practices—for instance, agreements between manufacturers and their distributors to set a single retail price for merchandise, or to allocate market segments or regions to specific distributors—are deemed illegal. Even if states agree that a common standard would benefit all, each state might prefer a different standard—presumably one closer to its existing law and to the preferences of influential domestic industries.

These distributive implications make cooperation harder to attain, because each state may attempt to “hold out” at the negotiation stage in the hope that the other will settle for its preferred outcome. Distributive obstacles to international cooperation are often solved through side payments; that is, if the costs and benefits of each alternative rule can reliably be estimated, the “winner” states may agree ex ante to compensate the “loser” states to induce them to adopt their preferred solution. These side payments may take a variety of forms, from cash payments to an agreement to follow

---

44. The resulting payoff matrix is illustrated below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Event A</th>
<th>Event B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event A</td>
<td>2,1</td>
<td>0,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event B</td>
<td>0,0</td>
<td>1,2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Battle of the Sexes

45. See Fearon, supra note 43, at 274.
the other state's preferred rule in a different area of international cooperation. Alternatively, if states lack sufficient information to estimate the relative costs and benefits of each rule, they may build flexibility provisions that allow the agreement to be renegotiated after some time has elapsed and the distributive effects are revealed. Powerful states may simply use their clout to steer others toward their preferred outcome by threatening unilateral action. Once attained, cooperation may be self-sustaining without the need for elaborate institutional monitoring, dispute-resolution, or enforcement mechanisms.

In contrast, enforcement problems arise once an agreement has been reached as individual states face incentives to renege on the agreed rules and pursue short-term benefits. This risk of opportunistic defection is frequently illustrated in game theory by reference to the Prisoner's Dilemma. In essence, the answer to the cooperation problem posed by the Prisoner's Dilemma lies in the dynamics created by repeated iterations of the game. If both states know that the game will be repeated indefinitely and care enough about future gains (in other words, they have a low discount rate), they may develop retaliation strategies that will provide mutual incentives to cooperate and attain the Pareto-optimal outcome. The success of these strategies depends on several conditions, including the availability of reliable information to participants regarding defections by others, participants' capacity to threaten retaliation credibly, and self-restraint (as excessive retaliation strategies can further disrupt cooperation).

In such cases, institutional mechanisms can play a central role in facilitating cooperation. An oft-cited example is the international trade regime, in which each state benefits from the cooperative outcome in which all states open their markets, but each state would prefer to defect by erecting barriers

49. The "Prisoner's Dilemma" is named after a scenario in which two prisoners are being interrogated separately by the police. If neither confesses, each will receive a light sentence; if only one confesses, he will be released and his confession will be used to secure a life sentence against the other; if both confess, each will receive a heavy sentence, but short of life imprisonment. No matter what the other does, each prisoner is better off confessing. The result is that both confess and receive heavy sentences. Both prisoners, however, would both have been better off if neither had confessed and both had received light sentences. The Prisoner's Dilemma is illustrated by the following payoff matrix:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State A</th>
<th>Cooperate</th>
<th>Defect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooperate</td>
<td>3,3</td>
<td>1,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect</td>
<td>4,1</td>
<td>2,2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Prisoner's Dilemma

to trade while others liberalize. Importantly, the WTO does not include a central enforcement mechanism that would directly apply sanctions to states that violate trade rules. Instead, enforcement comes in the form of countermeasures by individual states. Nevertheless, the WTO plays a central role in facilitating and maintaining the cooperative outcome, as it mediates the negotiation of clear rules identifying the expected cooperative behavior, periodically reviews its members' trade policies for possible violations of global rules, provides an impartial dispute-resolution mechanism to authoritatively identify defections, and provides a legal regime governing countermeasures that limits responses by aggrieved states to what is necessary and proportionate.

It is important to realize that distributive and enforcement problems are not mutually exclusive: a single international regime may face both of these problems at various stages. When negotiating, states may have difficulty agreeing on a single set of rules if distributive considerations lead them to prefer different outcomes. At this stage, one is likely to observe reciprocal concessions and the exercise of power to secure a state's preferred outcome. Once an agreement is reached, the focus will turn to compliance and enforcement. If states have no incentives to deviate from the agreement, collaboration will likely be self-sustaining. If, however, states have incentives to cheat, the factors that facilitate or hinder cooperation in an iterated Prisoner's Dilemma will take center stage. The two problems may also interact. For instance, James Fearon has argued that, while a low discount rate facilitates cooperation once an agreement is reached, it also raises the distributive stakes of the agreement and makes the initial negotiations more difficult and likely to fail.  

B. Domestic Constraints on TRNs

If the participants in TRNs were free to disregard domestic preferences in their states and pursue globally optimal policies, distributive and enforcement problems would not hinder international regulatory cooperation. However, the regulators who participate in TRNs are not, as Anderson points out, "masterless ronin." They are instead politically and legally accountable to numerous domestic constituencies, including not only their superiors in the executive branch but also the legislature, the courts, the media, and the public. This Section describes in some detail the principal domestic accountability and incentive structures that shape the actions of national regulators. It also discusses the effect of these structures on the capacity of TRNs to effectively address international regulatory issues, especially when they involve distributive or enforcement problems.

1. Political Constraints

Modern regulatory agencies are often designed to secure some degree of independence from the executive and legislative branches. Nevertheless,
politicians exercise significant influence over the administrative process. Senior appointments are typically made by the executive, and in some constitutional systems, they also require approval by the legislature. In addition, legislative bodies typically exercise continuing supervisory authority over regulatory agencies and departments, conducting periodic hearings and reviewing budgets and appropriations. In some cases, concerned parties succeed in convincing legislators to override agency rules through special laws or even to radically restructure or consolidate agencies.

As a result, politicians may intervene through several channels to prevent or override the adoption of international standards that would threaten their reelection prospects or other political objectives. They may also steer the international regulatory agenda toward politically salient issues that regulators would not otherwise treat as priorities. Even without direct intervention, agency activities are constrained by the possibility of such intervention. In other words, while regulators exercise some discretion in both their domestic and international actions, they do so in the shadow of the executive and legislature’s views and interests. This fact is well recognized in the political science literature, which often models agency behavior on the basis that bureaucratic discretion is circumscribed by the possibility of legislative intervention.\textsuperscript{54}

Importantly, not all regulators are created equal in this respect. They benefit from various degrees of autonomy within the domestic political system, ranging from largely independent bodies such as the U.S. Federal Reserve, to expert agencies with substantial independence like the SEC and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), to subdivisions of the executive branch like the Antitrust Division of the U.S. Department of Justice. While the degree of autonomy possessed by a specific regulator is hard to measure, important dimensions of autonomy include length and security of tenure for senior appointments, autonomous funding sources, judicial review standards, and the relative political strength of other domestic actors. Thus, which regulator has jurisdiction over a given issue-area in a given country is likely to be a significant factor in the success or failure of a TRN.\textsuperscript{55} The significant discrepancies in regulatory independence between countries may also hinder agreement. Even a powerful and independent regulator like the Federal Reserve might hesitate to commit itself to a demanding international standard if it suspected that some of its foreign counterparts would be unable to resist domestic political pressures to breach that standard.

In addition to these direct political constraints, regulators are typically subject to administrative law requirements to open their proposed standards to public scrutiny.\textsuperscript{56} This process allows regulated industries, the media, and the


\textsuperscript{55} See Mark A. Pollack & Gregory C. Shaffer, Who Governs?, in TRANSatlantic Governance in the Global Economy 287, 298, 302-03 (Mark A. Pollack & Gregory C. Shaffer eds., 2001); Whytock, supra note 33, at 31.

public to play a role in the rulemaking process. Even after the rules are adopted, their implementation may be substantially hindered if regulators cannot count on some degree of voluntary compliance by regulated entities. Finally, regulatory standards are normally subject to judicial review under substantive and procedural standards. While courts typically allow expert regulators broad discretion in adopting standards and policies, the possibility of complex regulatory standards being struck down by the courts is real, as illustrated by the SEC's ill-fated hedge fund rule. The looming possibility of judicial review limits the ability of regulators to credibly commit themselves to international rules and sustain international cooperation.

2. Legal Constraints

A crucial and little-discussed limitation on the effectiveness of TRNs is the array of domestic legal constraints they face in their efforts. National regulators participating in TRNs are subject to domestic legal limitations on their jurisdiction. Most obviously, when the regulatory standards they administer and enforce are statutory, they normally have no authority to modify them by agreement with foreign regulators. This reality circumscribes the set of international policies to which they can agree. Even where the law gives regulators substantial discretion to elaborate policies, it almost always limits their authority to a specific issue-area. These jurisdictional boundaries limit the extent to which domestic regulators who are negotiating with foreign counterparts can offer side payments to overcome distributional obstacles to an agreement or link the agreement to existing enforcement mechanisms. For example, since U.S. antitrust regulators have no authority over international trade policy, they cannot offer tariff concessions or foreign aid payments to convince other states to subscribe to their preferred antitrust rules. Likewise, they cannot on their own incorporate harmonized standards into WTO agreements in order to benefit from its dispute-resolution and enforcement regimes.

In other cases, international cooperation may be further hindered by domestic jurisdictional rivalries among regulatory agencies. This tendency is most apparent in the United States, where major areas of economic regulation—such as banking, securities and commodities, and antitrust—are parceled out among multiple federal and state regulators. As will be discussed below, the process leading to the adoption of the Basel II Accord involved years of contentious negotiations, not only at the international level but also among U.S. regulators, including the Federal Reserve Board (FRB), the Office


58. See Picciotto, supra note 12, at 1039.
of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), federal thrift regulators, and state banking authorities. This problem may also arise in Europe due to ongoing shifts in rulemaking and supervisory responsibilities among the European Commission, EU legislative institutions, the European Central Bank, and national regulators. Where such jurisdictional feuds prevail, international rulemaking by TRNs may reduce the odds of an effective outcome relative to negotiations between traditional foreign affairs departments empowered to override jurisdictional constraints on subordinate agencies.

C. Implications and Theoretical Framework

The theoretical argument developed above—that national regulators are subject to domestic constraints that bind their actions to national preferences, and that international regulatory issues often raise distributive and enforcement problems—suggests three hypotheses regarding the effectiveness of TRNs. First, when domestic interests clash with international cooperation, one expects that national regulators will remain loyal to the former. If the negotiation of a global regulatory standard involves distributive issues, national regulators will have incentives to promote their domestic constituents' preferred outcome. If domestic interests point toward reneging on a standard previously agreed upon, national regulators will be under pressure to abandon the rule or facilitate reneging by domestic actors. In short, national regulators participating in TRNs will adopt positions that are primarily driven by domestic preferences. Crucially, as seen above, clashes of interests do not invariably prevent cooperation from emerging. For instance, networks are likely to be effective in providing stable "focal points" to resolve pure coordination problems in which many states benefit more or less equally from a common standard. They do, however, raise the question whether TRNs provide a suitable framework for resolving distributive and enforcement problems when they arise.

Second, TRNs are likely to encounter substantial obstacles when the choice among possible regulatory standards has distributive implications. In such cases, the negotiation stage will be influenced by states' attempts to secure their preferred solution, either through bargaining or through coercion. If bargaining is the chosen method, the tradeoffs that would be necessary to secure agreement to a proposed standard may not be within the domestic authority of regulators. Even if the negotiators have such authority, the informal, consensus-based procedures used by TRNs may be ill suited to foster the complex tradeoffs required to reach agreement. Without the possibility of offering side payments in other issue-areas, regulators will be tempted to simply water down the proposed standards to make them acceptable to each participant without requiring tangible offsetting concessions. While they might succeed in inducing an agreement, such concessions are likely to weaken the standard, compromising its effectiveness in achieving and sustaining international cooperation. The presence of distributive implications also raises the possibility that power disparities and,
in some cases, excessive coercion, will influence the negotiations. At one extreme, powerful states may coerce other states to participate in international regulatory efforts to which they would otherwise be opposed or indifferent. Even in those cases in which coordination would produce mutual benefits, powerful states may use incentives and threats to secure their preferred outcome. The resulting standards, while beneficial to all, will likely disproportionately benefit powerful states.

Finally, the incapacity of TRNs to provide credible commitment mechanisms is likely to cause significant difficulties in ensuring compliance with common standards when enforcement problems arise. While TRNs may deter some defections through reputational incentives, this mechanism falls short of the enforcement measures available in the context of formal treaties and institutions.\(^\text{59}\) Moreover, cooperation requires a sacrifice of short-term national interests that may not be within the legal authority or political capability of national regulators operating within domestic constraints. If courts or politicians can override regulators and their network's standards when domestic considerations so dictate, the commitment will not be perceived as credible. These considerations indicate that the theoretical case for networks is much stronger in the absence of enforcement problems.\(^\text{60}\) Thus, in areas where international regulatory cooperation raises enforcement problems, regulatory networks will either not be established, adopt shallow standards that provide few benefits and little incentives for states to defect, or be hindered by defections.

In line with the theoretical argument above, the analysis of specific case studies of TRNs in Part IV of this Article will rely on a "two-step" approach that looks first to the domestic determinants of government preferences and capabilities, and second to the resulting international strategic interaction.\(^\text{61}\) The first step thus involves an examination of how domestic politics shape the goals and capabilities of national regulators regarding a given transnational regulatory problem. The second step involves identifying the coordination, distribution, and enforcement problems, if any, posed by the international configuration of preferences and capabilities, how TRNs have attempted to address them, and how successful they have been.

IV. CASE STUDIES OF REGULATORY NETWORKS

This Part begins to address the third limitation of network scholarship described above through case studies of three TRNs: the Basel Committee on

\(^\text{59}\) For an account of international law compliance that relies extensively on reputational sanctions, see GUZMAN, supra note 51. But see Rachel Brewster, Unpacking the State's Reputation, 50 HARV. INT'L L.J. (forthcoming 2009) (noting that a state's reputation is an amorphous concept that does not lend itself well to sanctions even if such sanctions were sufficient to ensure compliance).

\(^\text{60}\) Anderson makes precisely this point when discussing the Y2K problem. See Anderson, supra note 36, at 1275-76 ("Y2K was not a matter in which policies would produce winners and losers—all would gain by cooperating. . . . Indeed, the success of global cooperation to address Y2K may have been due to the characteristics of the problem, rather than to anything about the networks created to solve it.").

Banking Supervision, IOSCO, and the ICN. The choice of these cases was guided by the existing scholarship, in which they are almost universally cited as examples of successful TRNs. There are several reasons why those networks have come to occupy a salient position in the literature. All three deal with areas of economic regulation that are deeply affected by globalization. In response, the activities of both the Basel Committee and IOSCO have expanded rapidly since the beginning of the 1990s. IOSCO now includes many developing country members, and while formal Basel Committee membership is limited to G-10 countries, the IMF and World Bank have incorporated its standards in their efforts to promote financial infrastructure improvements in the developing world. The ICN, while more recently created, appears to be rapidly overtaking other international antitrust cooperation forums. In addition, within the universe of TRNs, those three networks are relatively formal, producing a steady and increasing output of readily available documents, holding frequent meetings, and publicizing their activities through the Internet and in professional and academic circles.

I have chosen these three TRNs as my case studies for the very reason that they are generally viewed as successful. A recurring difficulty concerning the use of case studies is selection bias: the risk that the method used to choose the relevant observations may detrimentally affect the determinacy or reliability of the outcome. The most obvious form of selection bias arises when researchers—consciously or not—select cases likely to vindicate their desired conclusion. As a result, conclusions drawn from cases, while consistent with the researcher’s theory, may not be representative of the broader social phenomenon that the theory purports to address. To avoid this difficulty, I have deliberately chosen the three cases that are most widely seen in TRN scholarship as the strongest examples of successful networks. If

62. See, e.g., Slaughter, supra note 4, ch. 1 (referring to the Basel Committee, IOSCO, and the Global Competition Network as leading examples of TRNs); Michael S. Barr & Geoffrey P. Miller, Global Administrative Law: The View from Basel, 17 EUR. J. INT’L L. 15, 17 (2006) ("It is fair to say that Basel I is one of the most successful international regulatory initiatives ever attempted. . . . The Basel Committee is perhaps the most important example of a transgovernmental regulatory network that exercises vast powers, seemingly without any form of democratic accountability."); Youri Devuyst, Transatlantic Competition Relations, in TRANSATLANTIC GOVERNANCE IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY 127, 127 (Mark A. Pollack & Gregory C. Shaffer eds., 2001) (arguing that “transatlantic relations in the sphere of competition policy are a perfect example of what Anne-Marie Slaughter . . . has labeled a ‘new transgovernmental order’”); Raustiala, supra note 4, at 28-35 (discussing IOSCO and regulatory cooperation in securities regulation), 35-43 (discussing regulatory cooperation in antitrust); Anne-Marie Slaughter, Governing the Global Economy Through Government Networks, in THE ROLE OF LAW IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS 177, 181-86 (Michael Byers ed., 2000) (discussing the Basel Committee, IOSCO, and IAIS); Turner, supra note 33, at 993 (mentioning Basel and IOSCO); Zaring, supra note 13, at 555-69 (discussing the Basel Committee and IOSCO); Zaring, supra note 4, at 287-301 (discussing the Basel Committee, IOSCO, and IAIS).


64. See Gerring, supra note 63, at 86-150; King et al., supra note 63, at 128; Collier & Mahoney, supra note 63.

65. There are other global TRNs one might examine, but most of them, such as the IAIS, have been less active and are not frequently cited as leading instances of successful networks. Another prominent global network is the International Network for Environmental Compliance and Enforcement, but its broad structure—encompassing regulators, NGOs, and international governmental organizations
anything, the selection of these cases is biased toward successful outcomes; from this Article’s skeptical perspective on the effectiveness of TRNs, they constitute “hard cases.” In this light, if closer examination reveals limitations consistent with the theoretical argument developed above, it will support the view that these limitations are intrinsic to the TRN form and not limited to its weakest incarnations.66

A. *The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision*

The Basel Committee was established in 1974 by the governors of the central banks of the G-10 countries and Switzerland. It serves as an informal cooperation forum on issues of bank regulation and supervision. Although the Committee has initiated several regulatory cooperation efforts over the years, by far its most significant and well-known achievement is the 1988 Basel Accord on bank capital adequacy (Basel I). This Accord, which sets uniform regulatory capital requirements for internationally active banks, has been adopted by some 120 countries, including the United States, the European Union, and Japan. Basel I is an informal understanding among national bank regulators, not a treaty. As a result, it does not bind any of the adopting states under international law, but rather is implemented by national regulators exercising their regulatory powers under domestic law.67 The Basel Committee does not have any formal review, monitoring, or enforcement mechanism.

This Section analyzes Basel I in light of the theoretical framework elaborated above. Whereas most of the literature on the Accord focuses on the events leading up to its adoption in 1988, this Part also discusses subsequent compliance with the Accord and the process leading to its successor, the 2004 Basel II Accord.68 This analysis reveals that, although the Accord is often considered the “crown jewel” of international banking regulation,69 its negotiation and implementation reflect the strong influence of domestic

---

66. A second form of selection bias is that which arises when the cases allow for insufficient variation on the dependent variable. See GERRING, supra note 63, at 97-101; KING ET AL., supra note 63, at 129. In this Article, the dependent variable is the effectiveness of TRNs. As will be seen, the cases selected show significant variation both among the networks and between different issues addressed by the same network. Thus, this form of selection bias should not affect the conclusions drawn here.


interests and the limited ability of TRNs to secure compliance. The Accord, strongly supported by the United States and United Kingdom—whose international banks were mired in crisis following several emerging market defaults—was adopted over the objections of Japan and continental Europe. To secure support, proponents of the Accord resorted to both coercive tactics, including threats to exclude noncompliant foreign banks from their markets, and substantive concessions that weakened the long-term effectiveness of the Accord. While the Committee’s efforts were initially successful in raising global bank capital levels, as time went on national regulators began exploiting ambiguities in the Accord to secure a competitive advantage for their banks. Without dispute-resolution or enforcement powers, the Committee was largely powerless to counter this gradual weakening of capital standards. On the contrary, the Accord was eventually replaced by a revised set of rules—Basel II—that placed significantly greater discretion in the hands of national regulators and large banks in determining appropriate levels of capital.

1. Explaining the Basel Accord

To assess the effectiveness of Basel I, consider first the nature of the problem faced by national regulators when setting domestic capital adequacy standards. Functionalist accounts of the Accord emphasize the common interest of national regulators in controlling the systemic risk associated with divergent national capital rules. In this view, the Accord solves the collective action problem that arises because individual banks and their regulators have incentives to maintain suboptimal capital levels in order to improve their competitiveness.

Regulatory capital requirements force banks to maintain sufficient capital to absorb significant losses without becoming insolvent. In a globalized financial system, however, competition among states may undermine the effectiveness of domestic capital regulation. Individual countries stand to gain significant benefits by attracting banking activity within their jurisdiction. International banking produces sizable tax income, high-paying employment, and financial infrastructure that supports local economic growth. Thus, when setting its regulatory capital level, each country has incentives to weigh the benefits of greater financial stability

70. Two policy reasons are generally invoked to justify regulatory capital requirements. First, most jurisdictions protect depositors by providing deposit insurance and acting as lenders of last resort to prevent bank failures. While these policies promote confidence in the banking system, they also create moral hazard by reducing the incentives for depositors to monitor bank creditworthiness. Second, regulators are concerned that bank failures may reverberate through the financial system and, in extreme cases, paralyze the economy—a phenomenon known as systemic risk. On this and other functions of bank capital, see DUNCAN WOOD, GOVERNING GLOBAL BANKING: THE BASEL COMMITTEE AND THE POLITICS OF FINANCIAL GLOBALISATION 72-73 (2005).

71. For instance, the United Kingdom is arguably the world’s premier international banking center, with a large financial industry largely oriented toward the provision of cross-border services. In 2007, the British Bankers’ Association reported that banking and financial services accounted for £70 billion of the United Kingdom’s national output (6.8% of GDP), employed over 1.1 million people, and provided 25% of total corporation tax revenue (£8 billion) to the U.K. government. See British Bankers’ Ass’n, Top 10 Facts (May 4, 2007), http://www.bba.org.uk/bba/jsp/polopoly.jsp?d=469&a=7447.
against those of attracting banking activity. This is likely to result in capital levels that are lower than what would prevail in the absence of regulatory competition. In other words, observers fear that autonomous rulemaking on bank capital by national authorities could lead to a "race to the bottom," meaning the inefficient lowering of regulatory standards in each country.\(^72\)

The traditional functionalist account of Basel I holds, in essence, that over the 1980s bank regulators around the world became aware of the systemic risks associated with bank lending.\(^73\) This "consensual knowledge" was produced by events such as the failures of Bankhaus Herstatt and Franklin National Bank (1974) and the massive bank losses produced by the Latin American debt crisis (1982). The rise of systemic risk in international banking created a demand for collective action in the form of uniform bank capital rules, a demand fulfilled by the adoption of Basel I. Indeed, an important objective of Basel I was to create a "level playing field" in international banking by preventing countries with lower capital requirements from acquiring a disproportionate share of business.\(^74\)

Recent research on the Accord, however, has been more skeptical of the functionalist hypothesis and supplements it by looking to domestic politics as the primary factor in the demand by certain regulators for international regulatory cooperation.\(^75\) The following Subsection examines the adoption of Basel I and its subsequent compliance record in the light of this perspective.

2. The Basel Experience: Adoption and Compliance

a. The Negotiation Stage

The functionalist account of Basel I has been criticized for failing to recognize the depth and significance of the conflict between the objectives of U.S. and U.K. bank regulators, who strongly favored the Accord, and those of the authorities in Japan, Germany, and France, who opposed it.\(^76\) If global demand for a solution to the collective action problem posed by systemic risk is taken as the primary explanatory factor behind the Accord, the stark opposition between these two groups of regulators cannot be easily explained.

In response, David Singer develops a model in which national regulators are the primary actors, constrained by the need to avoid legislative intervention. Legislatures are in turn driven by two competing considerations: maintaining confidence in the financial system on the one hand and preserving

---

\(^72\) See Wood, supra note 70, at 9.


\(^76\) See Oatley & Nabors, supra note 75, at 46-48; Singer, supra note 54, at 550.
the international competitiveness of the country's financial institutions on the other. This creates a situation in which regulators effectively have discretion to set regulatory policy within a "win-set" defined by the risk of legislative intervention, which will occur if regulation is too lenient (thus threatening financial stability) or too stringent (thus undermining competitiveness). Exogenous shocks may create demand for more stringent regulation to which regulators must respond to avoid legislative intervention. By bolstering regulatory standards unilaterally, however, regulators run the risk that domestic institutions will become less competitive and lobby the legislature to intervene. They can avoid this result if, instead of acting unilaterally, they push for the adoption of uniform international regulatory standards that will preserve the competitive position of their institutions. Thus, domestic factors explain the demand by particular states for international regulatory cooperation.

Within this theoretical framework, one can explain the debate surrounding the adoption of Basel I. The 1982 sovereign debt crisis had ushered in an era of severe financial difficulties for major U.S. banks. In 1982, U.S. bank loans to Mexico, Brazil, and Argentina amounted to more than 140% of the capital of the nation's nine largest banks. As a result, the debt crisis threatened the solvency of several major institutions and the stability of the U.S. financial system. The regulatory response was to implement stricter regulatory capital standards to prevent future crises. However, it became clear that unilateral adoption of such standards would jeopardize the competitiveness of U.S. banks in international markets. Starting in the mid-1980s, the United States proposed the adoption of uniform international capital standards, which would allow it to raise its own capital standards while preserving a "level playing field" in international banking.

Several countries resisted the proposal, including Japan and Germany, two major financial centers. Japanese banks in particular had been much less involved in lending to less developed countries (LDCs) than their counterparts in the United States and United Kingdom. Due to their size and their close relationships with politicians and regulators, they also benefited from a market perception of a much stronger government safety net to prevent bank failures, through direct intervention if necessary. As a result, lower capital levels were needed to sustain market confidence in their stability, and these lower levels in turn increased their competitiveness as they rapidly expanded their international operations. While German and other European regulators supported capital regulation in principle, they argued that their unique banking structure—including substantial corporate equity holdings by banks—made uniform rules inappropriate. The exposure of German and other European banks to LDCs was also much less than that of the U.S. and U.K. banks.

A breakthrough occurred in January 1987, when the United States and the United Kingdom announced a bilateral accord on capital adequacy. The two countries then initiated further talks with Japan and Germany, backed by

77. See Oatley & Nabors, supra note 75, at 42.
78. See REINICKE, supra note 27, at 108-09.
79. See SINGER, supra note 75, at 59-60.
the implicit threat that they would restrict access to their markets by banks
from countries that did not implement the new capital adequacy standards. The
resulting negotiations led to the adoption of Basel I in 1988. In essence, the
Accord includes a definition of regulatory capital and a risk-weighting
formula designed to determine how much capital a bank must maintain given
the size and riskiness of its investments. The global capital standards
advocated by the United States and the United Kingdom were clearly
perceived as producing unequal gains for the potential participants. In
particular, Japan and Germany resisted the bilateral accord's definition of
capital, which did not include holdings of corporate equities, traditionally an
important class of Japanese and German bank assets. Japanese banks also had
large unrealized gains on securities and real estate, which their country wished
to see included in regulatory capital.

In Singer's view, the debate surrounding the Accord reveals the
importance of domestic factors in determining the demand for international
rules. U.S. and U.K. regulators faced with an exogenous shock to confidence
in their financial institutions had to increase their regulatory capital
requirements. In order, however, to avoid impairing the international
competitiveness of their banks, they also strove to have those requirements
adopted internationally and applied to foreign banks. Given this demand, the
adoption of the Accord over the resistance of other countries was simply a
function of relative power: at that time, the dominance of U.S. and U.K.
financial markets was such that the threat to exclude noncompliant foreign
banks was sufficient to overcome countervailing interests. This account of
the Accord's adoption is consistent with the idea that the actions of national
regulators in TRNs are driven primarily by domestic preferences.

While the United States and the United Kingdom clearly leveraged their
relative power in international finance to push the recalcitrant countries
toward an agreement, it is notable that Basel I contained significant
concessions to the domestic economic and political interests of Japan and
Germany. These concessions came, not in the form of side payments, but as
substantive tradeoffs within the provisions of the Accord itself. For instance,
the final Accord did not commit national regulators to apply the new capital
standards to all banks, but only to internationally active ones. While the
United States and the United Kingdom applied the rules to all their banks,
Japanese regulators only applied them to a small number of international
banks. Likewise, the Accord split regulatory capital into two " tiers" and
provided significant flexibility for national regulators to recognize various
assets—such as unrealized gains on securities in real estate and subordinated
debt—as regulatory capital. National regulators also retained substantial
discretion to classify assets among the broadly defined risk-weighting
categories of the Accord. Importantly, by granting more discretion to

80. See REINICKE, supra note 27, at 109-10.
81. See SINGER, supra note 75, at 61.
82. See WOOD, supra note 70, at 88.
83. See REINICKE, supra note 27, at 115-16; Tarbert, supra note 74, at 796.
84. See Hal S. Scott & Shinsaku Iwashara, In Search of a Level Playing Field: The
Implementation of the Basel Capital Accord in Japan and the United States 46-49 (Group of Thirty,
national regulators, these concessions made the Accord more difficult to monitor and enforce, compromising its goal of creating a “level playing field” and preventing a “race to the bottom” in capital regulation.  

Other tradeoffs designed to garner political support from various constituencies also made the Accord less reflective of actual risk than is often supposed. For instance, the United States insisted on a lower risk weighting for home mortgage loans than corporate loans, a politically palatable policy that bore little relationship to actual risk measurement or financial stability. The OECD countries that negotiated the Accord also adopted very low risk weightings for loans to their own governments and banks, despite their wide variation in creditworthiness. These findings are consistent with the theoretical argument that, without the possibility of tradeoffs across issue-areas, TRNs tend to produce watered-down standards to accommodate divergent domestic preferences.

b. The Enforcement Stage

The Accord’s implementation deeply affected international banking in the short term. Both regulators and banks devoted considerable resources to implementing the Accord. More significantly, average bank capital ratios increased around the world ahead of the Accord’s entry into force in 1992. This initial effectiveness is consistent with Singer’s theory: the United States and United Kingdom, having gone to great lengths to secure the Accord, naturally expected it to be diligently implemented, especially in Japan and Europe.

Over time, however, the balance of domestic interests shifted, paving the way for substantial inconsistencies in domestic implementation of the Accord. First, pressure from the United States and United Kingdom to maintain uniform capital levels receded. Their banks successfully recapitalized and managed to move outstanding LDC loans off their balance sheets by issuing Brady Bonds. Second, the economic slump in Japan in the 1990s left its banks struggling to manage an enormous amount of nonperforming loans. As a result, the international competitive threat from Japanese banks waned, reducing demand from U.S. and U.K. banks for strong global capital standards. At the same time, the costs of compliance by Japanese banks dramatically increased, leading to strong domestic pressures on Japanese regulators to underenforce the Accord. Third, sophisticated banks around the world, pointing to the discrepancies between the Accord’s simple risk-weighting formulas and modern risk management techniques, lobbied their regulators to adopt interpretations of the Accord that would allow them to...
maintain lower capital levels. Finally, the absence of formal monitoring, dispute-resolution, or enforcement mechanisms limited the options available to the Basel Committee to ensure continued compliance with the Accord. With this decline in U.S. and U.K. demand for strict global capital rules, the underlying collective action problem manifested itself anew as individual regulators weakened certain features of the Accord.

Thus, regulators used their discretion under the Accord to allow their domestic banks to count as capital various items whose ability to support short-term losses was doubtful. At Japan's insistence, the Accord allowed regulators to include 45% of the unrealized appreciation of certain securities and real estate holdings in Tier II capital. Japan immediately allowed its banks to do so, whereas the United States waited until 1998 to do so. The plummeting value of these assets in the 1990s was a major factor in Japan's long banking crisis and economic stagnation, and suggests that these assets were unreliable sources of regulatory capital in the first place. Such decisions appear to have been aimed primarily at accommodating domestic financial practices. While they may have been justifiable in some instances, they clearly jeopardized the comparability of the capital levels maintained in different countries.

National regulators also exercised substantial forbearance in applying regulatory capital requirements, in order to avoid the failure or costly recapitalization of large domestic banks. Several of the largest Japanese banks would likely have been considered insolvent in the late 1990s had their regulators forced them to write off their enormous holdings of nonperforming loans, or declined to let them include deferred tax assets and certain public investments in regulatory capital.91 Likewise, Germany allowed Deutsche Bank to issue ten-year preferred stock that was functionally the same as debt and include it in its Tier I capital.92 While this appears inconsistent with the letter of the Accord, in the absence of any authoritative interpretation mechanism, there was little to prevent Germany from adopting an interpretation that favored its largest international bank. Germany's decision triggered a chain reaction, as other regulators—including the U.S. Federal Reserve—allowed their banks to issue similar preferred stock to offset the competitive advantage of German banks.93 More generally, a 2004 IMF study found that "[c]apital adequacy measures are often loosely applied to promote indigenous banks, or are unreliable due to weak loan classification and provisioning practices."94

---

91. See Scott, supra note 69, at 270; see also Whitehead, supra note 33, at 728-30. Japanese regulators measured the regulatory capital of their banks only twice a year, thus allowing greater scope for fluctuations and possible evasion of requirements between measurements. See Scott & Iwahara, supra note 84, at 55.

92. See Tarbert, supra note 74, at 796-97.

93. In 1996, the U.S. Federal Reserve approved the issuance of perpetual preferred shares by bank holding companies. Those instruments would be treated as debt for tax purposes (thus making the interest payments tax-deductible), but as Tier I capital for bank regulatory purposes. This move was followed by analogous permissive moves by other regulators and was perceived as weakening global capital standards. See Wood, supra note 70, at 127-28.

An additional indication that the Accord failed to achieve harmonization is its lack of effect on the allocation of regulatory jurisdiction among states. Following a successful substantive harmonization effort, one would expect states to achieve further efficiencies by curtailing concurrent jurisdiction and entrusting a single regulator with the authority to supervise each bank. For example, if capital standards were effectively harmonized and consistently applied, it would be efficient for each bank's home regulator to supervise its aggregate capital position without duplicative intervention by the states hosting the bank's foreign branches and subsidiaries. Conversely, if states are less than confident about harmonization, one would expect those that are able to do so to protect themselves by independently supervising the capital levels of foreign banks, or requiring additional assurances that supervision is adequate.

The adoption of the Accord did not catalyze a move toward a single-regulator approach for capital adequacy purposes. The United States continues to apply strict safety and soundness standards to foreign bank branches, even if they are subject to consolidated, Basel-compliant requirements by their home regulator. The European Union recently adopted a directive requiring financial conglomerates to be subject to consolidated supervision and capital standards considered "equivalent" by the relevant European regulator. The persistence of duplicative supervision and equivalence requirements suggests that states lack confidence that an approach under which each home state would exclusively supervise its banks' worldwide activities would adequately protect their consumers. This in turn points to the limitations of the Accord in achieving substantive harmonization.

3. **Toward Basel II**

Between 1998 and 2004, the Basel Committee developed a second-generation accord on international capital standards. This effort was motivated by widespread criticism of Basel I, which fell into two broad categories. First, as discussed above, many believed that the original Accord failed to create a level competitive playing field among countries, due both to differences in national conditions and accounting rules, and to the imprecision of its provisions. Second, and more prominently, market participants and commentators were preoccupied with several inefficiencies arising from the Accord. The rules oversimplified the capital weighing process by classifying assets into only four risk categories with fixed risk weights. This inaccuracy gave banks skewed incentives in planning their lending activity, and commentators believed that the resulting market shifts had deleterious macroeconomic effects. The Accord also created incentives for banks to...
“arbitrage” by migrating their lending to the riskiest assets within each risk-weight category in order to maximize their return on capital.99 Other technical criticisms abounded.100 Commentators concluded that the Accord was failing in its objective to provide a level playing field in international banking.101

Basel II attempts to address these criticisms by establishing a substantially more complex measurement system for credit risk exposure. A full description of the new approach is beyond the scope of this Article.102 In brief, Basel II allows regulators to apply an “advanced internal ratings-based” approach (A-IRB) to their largest and most sophisticated banks.103 In essence, under A-IRB, banks determine internally certain statistical indicators with respect to each credit exposure, such as the probability that the borrower will default, the amount of the loss to the bank should the borrower default, and the effective maturity of the exposure. These indicators are then processed by a standardized formula designed to determine the amount of capital needed to cover unexpected losses within a predetermined confidence interval. A-IRB attempts to maintain a degree of standardization through the use of common definitions and formulae, and does not allow banks to freely use internal risk measures to determine the necessary amount of capital. Nevertheless, it constitutes a substantial increase in flexibility for banks to use their internal risk management techniques instead of relying on regulatory weightings. Within this framework, national regulators have a crucial supervisory role, as they must certify that the internal techniques used comply with the Basel II guidelines.

Several features of the Basel II adoption process are noteworthy. First, in sharp contrast with the confidential negotiations that led to the 1988 Accord, the Committee adopted an extensive public notice and comment process to develop Basel II, and made extensive use of its website to publicize draft rules,
studies, and related documents. According to Barr and Miller, the Committee received more than 200 comment letters on the first consultative paper published in 1999, 259 comments on the second consultative package released in 2001, and 187 comments on its third consultative package of 2003. Although it is difficult to determine whether subsequent changes to the standards originated in public comments, it is likely that they had a significant impact. In addition, the Committee initiated several rounds of quantitative impact studies to evaluate the impact of the proposed rules on financial institutions, in which more than 350 banks from 40 countries participated. In parallel with these ongoing rounds of public comments at the Committee level, Basel II proposals were submitted to domestic administrative rulemaking procedures—often involving another layer of public notice and comment—in the United States, Europe, and elsewhere. As will be discussed below, global administrative law scholars argue that this expanded process increased the transparency and legitimacy of the rules adopted by the Committee. However, in contrast with the swift adoption and implementation of Basel I, the Basel II process has formally been ongoing since 1999, and its full domestic implementation in major banking markets, when completed, will have taken nearly a decade.

Second, despite the fact that the process was steered by expert regulators acting within a well-established network, distributive concerns, domestic pressures, and other political considerations played a central role. The initial consultative package was stalled for months because of disputes between the United States and Germany. Following its release, a major lobbying effort by banks and financial industry groups further delayed the process and resulted in significant modifications to the initial approach. The second consultative package attracted a flood of comments and criticism from market participants and the media, some suggesting that global capital standards should be abandoned. German concerns about the effect of Basel II on small and medium enterprises (SMEs) escalated to the point where Chancellor Schroeder himself announced in 2001 that he would not support EU implementation of the proposal. His challenge was met with substantial concessions by the Basel Committee. International banks also obtained
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110. The disputes concerned the use of agency ratings (which favored the United States) and the legitimacy of German regulatory rulings assigning low risk weights to commercial mortgages (which favored German banks). The consultative paper retained the use of agency ratings and contained compromise language regarding commercial loans, which appeared to accommodate German practice. See Wood, supra note 70, at 130-33.
111. See id. at 134-35.
112. See id. at 140-41.
114. In July 2002, the Committee announced that it would allow banks to allocate a lower capital charge to SMEs. In Duncan Wood's words, "political wrangling had indeed been successful in gaining a key dispensation for the German economy." Wood, supra note 70, at 143.
significant modifications to the initial proposal. Finally, under the pressure of smaller banks, U.S. regulators announced in 2003 that, contrary to previous expectations, they would only apply Basel II to a small number of internationally active banks. Their move was regarded as brinksmanship, but was instrumental in securing favorable changes to the proposals in 2004. In 2007, U.S. regulators retreated from this position and announced that the advanced Basel II approaches would apply to large, international “core” banks, while other banks would be subject to Basel II’s standardized approach unless they voluntarily opted into A-IRB.

Finally, many aspects of Basel II may aggravate the flaws that led to the inconsistent application of Basel I. The revised Accord preserves the loose definition of capital from Basel I, leaving open the possibility that regulators might continue to give inconsistent interpretations. Basel II also expands the discretionary role of national supervisors, particularly with respect to large international banks adopting the A-IRB approach. This expansion will multiply the opportunities for national regulators to adopt variable standards in response to domestic political pressures. In addition, the technical capacity of even sophisticated regulators to effectively supervise the internal risk functions of large banks has been questioned. In sum, Basel II does not enhance international monitoring and enforcement capabilities, and its flexible rules will make defections harder to detect, limiting the impact of existing reputational sanctions. Indeed, if this assessment is correct, then Basel II may be a manifestation of the same domestic political shifts that underlie the movement toward greater laxity in the implementation of Basel I.

4. Conclusions

The history of the Basel Accord is consistent with the limitations of TRNs discussed in Part III. The debates surrounding the adoption of the Accord reveal that, even when faced with a collective action problem that requires cooperation to reduce systemic risk and improve global financial stability, national regulators take positions that reflect the interests of domestic constituencies. As a result, the adoption of common standards will require solving distributive problems where the interests of these constituencies diverge. In this case, the Accord was brought into existence by coercive pressure on the part of U.S. and U.K. regulators motivated by domestic considerations. Moreover, because bank regulators have no authority to offer side payments or linkages to other issues, the tradeoffs needed to
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overcome distributive problems had to be incorporated within the substantive provisions of the Accord itself, undermining its effectiveness.

The Accord appears to have been remarkably effective in the years immediately following its adoption, as substantial resources were devoted to compliance and bank capital levels increased around the world. But in later years, the decline of domestic interest in bank capital adequacy rules in the United States and United Kingdom, pressures to renege in Japan due to an ongoing financial crisis, and lobbying by banks around the world for a more lenient regime combined to undermine the effectiveness of the Accord. The lack of monitoring and of a dispute-resolution or enforcement mechanism beyond reputational considerations made it difficult for the Committee to counteract these domestic pressures. The Basel II negotiations proved more intensely political, and the final framework, while more reflective of modern risk management practices, is also a product of the domestic pressures for more flexibility in regulatory capital standards. The limitations of the Basel Accord offer sobering perspective on the claim that networks "offer an alternative to the paradigm of a regulatory race to the top or bottom."119

B. The International Organization of Securities Commissions

The IOSCO was established in its present form in 1986 and is one of the most institutionalized TRNs, with a permanent secretariat headquartered in Madrid and a membership that includes regulators from more than 170 jurisdictions. Most of IOSCO's specialized work takes place within a Technical Committee composed of regulators from the most developed securities markets. This Section will first examine IOSCO's most visible achievement, namely the worldwide coordination of international securities law enforcement through an extensive network of Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs). It will then turn to other significant IOSCO initiatives, including the failed effort to establish uniform capital adequacy rules for securities firms, the successful adoption of a standardized form for nonfinancial disclosure by public companies, and efforts to draft substantive best practices for securities regulation.

This examination reveals that IOSCO has been largely successful at coordinating securities enforcement among developed countries because they share strong domestic preferences in preventing transnational securities fraud. In contrast, IOSCO faced considerable resistance in its efforts to secure enforcement cooperation from offshore financial centers (OFCs), which have strong domestic incentives to protect their financial industry through strict privacy laws and lax securities fraud enforcement. This fundamental conflict went unaddressed until September 11, 2001, when fighting international money laundering and other forms of financial crimes became a political priority within developed countries. In response, developed countries turned to a coercive approach through various forums to compel OFCs to strengthen their regulatory standards. Other IOSCO efforts reveal similar patterns

consistent with this article's theoretical framework. For instance, in sharp contrast with the Basel Accord, IOSCO's efforts to adopt uniform capital rules for securities firms were defeated by conflicting domestic preferences between the two major financial powers, the United States and the United Kingdom, and the proposal was eventually abandoned.

1. Coordinating Securities Law Enforcement

In the past two decades, several trends in global finance have raised the profile of securities law enforcement as an international regulatory issue. Because the securities of major corporations are now traded simultaneously in several countries, the effects of accounting fraud and other corporate wrongdoing are felt by investors everywhere. In addition, the rise of efficient, low-cost telecommunications and the development of the Internet have accelerated financial market integration, but have also created new opportunities for fraud and market manipulation, as perpetrators can easily conduct their activities far from the jurisdiction of their victims.

National securities regulators have responded to these trends by developing an elaborate informal system to coordinate their enforcement activities. Starting in the mid-1980s, IOSCO adopted a series of resolutions aimed at promoting mutual assistance among its members in protecting their markets against fraud. The 1986 Rio Declaration called upon national regulators to "provide assistance on a reciprocal basis for obtaining information related to market oversight and protection of each nation's markets against fraudulent securities transactions." In the following decades, IOSCO developed an increasingly elaborate set of recommendations to address myriad technical obstacles to effective assistance. When national laws requiring "double illegality" as a prerequisite for assistance hindered enforcement efforts, and when national confidentiality requirements and limited investigative powers limited information sharing, IOSCO encouraged national regulators to request domestic legislative changes.

Over time, IOSCO encouraged the development of a network of bilateral MOUs between national regulators, which could better take into account specific national laws and policies. It published general principles to ensure that all of the MOUs shared certain basic standards of cooperation. Over the 1990s, hundreds of bilateral and regional MOUs were concluded among IOSCO members. In 2002, the organization adopted a Multilateral Memorandum of Understanding (MMOU) to provide for "the fullest mutual

122. See IOSCO, Principles for Memoranda of Understanding, supra note 121. The principles have been used as the starting point for many bilateral MOU negotiations.
assistance possible" based on uniform principles. Although legally nonbinding, the IOSCO MMOU is now the principal international instrument for securities enforcement cooperation, having been signed by forty-eight different regulatory agencies from around the world.

As a general rule, the MMOU provides that signatories will, within its framework, "provide each other with the fullest assistance permissible to secure compliance [of their respective securities laws and regulations]." It includes precise rules concerning the scope of assistance required, the procedures to be followed, permissible uses of the information provided, confidentiality, and the limited circumstances under which assistance may be denied. IOSCO members may only sign the MMOU after undergoing a review process confirming that they have the legal authority to comply with all of its provisions.

IOSCO also maintains an expert panel to monitor each member's continued "willingness and ability" to comply with the MMOU, and has the authority to expel members who persistently fail to do so. While comprehensive statistics have not been compiled, surveys by IOSCO indicate that a substantial number of assistance requests are made between national regulators. The SEC points to several high-profile examples of successful enforcement cooperation within the IOSCO framework, including cases related to the Ahold, Royal Dutch/Shell, Parmalat, and Vivendi Universal corporations.

---
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129. The SEC reports that in its fiscal year 2003, it made 309 requests for assistance to foreign regulators, and responded to 344 requests. SEC, INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN SECURITIES LAW ENFORCEMENT 2 n.1 (Fall 2004), available at http://www.sec.gov/about/offices/oia/oia_enforce/intercoop.pdf [hereinafter SEC, INT'L COOPERATION]. In an April 2007 survey, out of thirty-two developing country IOSCO members, four reported receiving more than fifty requests a year, four reported between sixteen and fifty requests, and ten reported between one and five requests. Only two regulators reported no requests. IOSCO, Emerging Mkts. Comm., Obstacles to Joining the IOSCO MMOU, at 7 (Apr. 2007), available at http://www.iosco.org/library/pubdocs/pdf/IOSCOPD246.pdf.

130. See SEC, INT'L COOPERATION, supra note 129, at 6-7. In these four high-profile cases, the SEC cooperated with the home regulators of foreign companies listed in the United States to investigate fraudulent accounting and disclosure practices. In the Ahold case, the SEC cooperated with Dutch authorities in an investigation of accounting fraud at a U.S. subsidiary of Ahold, a Dutch company. Notably, at the request of Dutch authorities conducting a parallel investigation in the Netherlands, the SEC did not seek penalties in its enforcement action "because of potential double jeopardy issues under Dutch law" and because of "the need for continued cooperation between the SEC and regulatory authorities in other countries." See SEC Charges Royal Ahold and Three Former Top Executives with Fraud, Accounting & Auditing Enforcement Release No. 2124, Litigation Release No. 18,929, 83 SEC Docket 2976 (Oct. 13, 2004). In the case of Royal Dutch/Shell, the SEC cooperated extensively with U.K. and Dutch authorities in investigating massive overstatements of proven hydrocarbon reserves by major British and Dutch oil and gas companies. See SEC, INT'L COOPERATION, supra note 129, at 6. Likewise, in the Parmalat case, the SEC cooperated with Italy's securities regulator in investigating large-scale accounting fraud at a U.S.-listed Italian dairy company. See SEC Charges Parmalat with Financial Fraud, Accounting & Auditing Enforcement Release No. 1936, Litigation Release No. 18,527, 81 SEC Docket 3142 (Dec. 30, 2003); SEC Alleges Additional Violations by Parmalat, Accounting &
IOSCO appears to have been largely successful in increasing securities enforcement cooperation among developed countries. This success can be accounted for by these states' parallel domestic preferences for effective securities fraud enforcement and the absence of substantial distributive or enforcement issues. In developed economies, the financial markets play an essential role in capital allocation; these states would gain very little by letting this role be undermined by widespread fraud, even when it targets foreigners. For instance, when U.S. courts developed the doctrines governing their jurisdiction in transnational securities fraud cases, they put a premium on protecting U.S. investors. Nevertheless, they also indicated that the United States should not "be used as a base for manufacturing fraudulent security devices for export, even when these are peddled only to foreigners." Expressed more formally, each country is legitimately concerned that, if its financial markets are used as a base to defraud foreigners, international confidence will be undermined and the role of its markets in channeling international capital to domestic productive uses will be weakened.

This reasoning also applies to smaller developed economies, as their access to international capital markets would be compromised by a persistent failure to protect foreign investors. While the costs of lax securities enforcement would be significant, its benefits would be marginal in terms of employment, tax, or infrastructure development. Coordination is also assisted by the fact that virtually all legal systems and cultures view fraud as reprehensible. Thus, there is little prospect of an international "race to the bottom" in securities fraud regulation among developed economies. On the contrary, developed states share an interest in maintaining robust standards and coordinating their efforts to prevent fraudsters from circumventing them. Once achieved, coordination is largely self-sustaining, which is why compliance with the IOSCO standards does not require dispute-resolution or enforcement mechanisms.

131. U.S. courts have long recognized the extraterritorial reach of the United States's securities fraud laws. In general, transnational securities fraud falls within the jurisdiction of U.S. courts if it involves either conduct or effects within the United States. The conduct test is applied broadly. See Itoba Ltd. v. Lep Group PLC, 54 F.3d 118, 122 (2d Cir. 1995); see also Zoelisch v. Arthur Andersen & Co., 824 F.2d 27, 29-30 (D.C. Cir. 1987); Psimenos v. E.F. Hutton & Co., 722 F.2d 1041, 1045-46 (2d Cir. 1983). Even in cases where conduct in the United States is not established, jurisdiction may be asserted under the "effects test" where "conduct outside the United States has had a substantial adverse effect on American investors or securities markets." Robinson v. TCI/US West Commc'ns Inc., 117 F.3d 900, 905 (5th Cir. 1997); see also Schoenbaum v. Firstbrook, 405 F.2d 200, 206 (2d Cir.) (asserting the extraterritorial jurisdiction of the Exchange Act), rev'd on other grounds, 405 F.2d 215 (2d Cir. 1968) (en banc).
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This success, while remarkable, has significant limits. While regulators agree in the MMOU to assist one another in the enforcement of their laws regarding cross-border conduct, the system does not attempt to substantially harmonize securities laws. Different states retain very different laws on securities fraud, and they also disagree on such fundamental matters as the prosecutor’s burden of proof, the appropriateness of criminal penalties, and the definition of offenses such as market manipulation and insider trading. In salient cases, these discrepancies sometimes lead to acrimonious judicial disputes regarding which jurisdiction’s laws should apply to a cross-border transaction.133 The vast differences that persist in securities laws are illustrated by the fact that, while regulators may assist their foreign counterparts in investigating and prosecuting fraudulent activity, the resulting foreign judgments will generally not be entitled to recognition or enforcement.134

Thus, the scope of the IOSCO instruments has been carefully limited to areas in which domestic preferences among the major financial powers were aligned.

2. Reining in Offshore Financial Centers

The calculus, however, leads to a quite different result for OFCs with small domestic markets but relatively large financial sectors that primarily service nonresidents. Since the competitive advantage of OFCs arises in large part from their lax regulatory systems and the secrecy they offer, they have strong incentives to resist international regulatory cooperation.135 The rapid expansion of offshore finance in the 1990s caused increasing concern in developed countries that OFCs might serve as havens for tax evasion, international securities fraud, money laundering, and terrorist financing. After the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, developed states turned to a coercive approach to secure greater cooperation by OFCs.136 While these efforts focused primarily on terrorist financing and money laundering, they affected securities fraud cooperation as well.

By 1999, the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), an international body created at the G-7’s initiative to combat international money laundering and terrorist financing, had launched a process aimed at identifying countries that failed to cooperate with international anti-money laundering efforts.137 The FATF’s membership is composed of developed countries and large emerging economies that are “strategically important,” notably in terms of GDP,
banking sector size, and commitment to enforcement efforts. Among the criteria used by the FATF to determine whether countries have adequate regulation and supervision of financial institutions is compliance with IOSCO standards on securities regulation. The FATF criteria also expressly required countries to remove laws prohibiting the exchange of information and provision of enforcement assistance to foreign authorities. The FATF encouraged its members to consider adopting countermeasures against noncooperative states that failed to improve their records. Examples of such countermeasures included: bolstering customer identification requirements, requiring financial institutions to report transactions linked with noncooperative countries, and eventually restricting or prohibiting transactions with these countries.

On a national level, the United States’s adoption of the USA PATRIOT Act in 2001 lent teeth to the FATF list by looking to international compliance assessments in building its own list of noncooperative jurisdictions and imposing costly requirements on U.S. financial institutions doing business with entities therein. In the most visible case of concerted action, the FATF imposed sanctions on Nauru in 2001 following reports that the country was used extensively for money laundering by the Russian mafia. This followed similar threats against the Philippines and Ukraine. Following these actions, the FATF reported substantial improvements in individual countries’ practices. By October 13, 2006, no countries were left on the FATF list. Nevertheless, doubts persist regarding the effectiveness of this process, as determinations of compliance are largely based on self-reporting.

The apparent progress in the fight against money laundering reflects the high political priority accorded to the issue by major powers, particularly the United States. In particular, the coercive approach adopted by the FATF to enforce cooperation was stronger than that of the Financial Stability Forum (FSF), another network of regulators set up to address global financial stability issues. In 2000, the FSF embarked upon an initiative to evaluate the level of compliance of OFCs with major international financial standards, including IOSCO’s. In a June 2000 press release, the FSF classified 25 states
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in “Group III,” which included jurisdictions whose legal infrastructure, supervisory practices, regulatory resources and/or level of cooperation were “largely of a lower quality” than those of other OFCs. While the FSF did not directly recommend coercive measures, the initial list of “noncooperative states” issued by FATF in June 2000 included eleven countries previously identified in the May 2000 FSF press release.\textsuperscript{147} In addition, the FSF launched a large cooperative effort with the IMF to systematically review OFCs’ compliance.\textsuperscript{148} In 2005, the FSF, while acknowledging that further work was necessary to improve compliance, stated that the initial list had “served its purpose” and was “no longer operative.”\textsuperscript{149} Again, the combined strategy of “naming and shaming” by the FSF, compliance review by the IMF, and pursuit of more coercive measures by the FATF pushed a number of important offshore jurisdictions to cooperate. That said, others have not yet volunteered for IMF assessment.\textsuperscript{150}

3. \textit{Other IOSCO Initiatives}

In addition to enforcement cooperation, IOSCO has been active in several areas of international securities regulation. While a full account of IOSCO’s activities is beyond the scope of this Article, three of its other high-profile initiatives deserve mention. First, as pointed out by David Singer, an important but little-discussed “negative case” of international regulatory cooperation is IOSCO’s failed effort to adopt uniform capital adequacy rules for securities firms.\textsuperscript{151} This effort, which occurred in parallel with the Basel Committee’s development of its accord on bank capital adequacy and was strongly supported by U.K. authorities, met with substantial resistance from U.S. and Japanese regulators and was abandoned in 1993.

Singer’s account of this case points to the domestic considerations that motivated each regulator. After the 1987 market crash threatened the stability of British financial institutions, Britain’s Securities and Investments Board (SIB) needed to address contradictory pressures: the demand for stricter capital regulation on the one hand and the declining international competitiveness of British securities firms on the other. The SIB reacted by


\textsuperscript{151} Singer, \textit{supra} note 54, at 553.
seeking an international accord on capital adequacy through IOSCO. U.S.
banks, fearful that such an accord might lead to the adoption of consolidated
supervision and impair their unrivaled international competitiveness in
derivatives and other innovative financial instruments, pressured their
regulators to resist U.K. plans. Japanese regulators were also skeptical, and
eventually the draft accord failed to gather sufficient support. Thus, despite a
plausible case that uniform capital standards for securities firms would have
reduced global systemic risk, domestic political considerations overrode the
collective interest.

In 1998, IOSCO adopted a standardized form intended to be used by its
members as a uniform standard for nonfinancial disclosure by foreign firms
raising capital in their jurisdiction. The form was in fact virtually identical to
the SEC's existing form for foreign private issuers, and its adoption
reflected little more than an exercise of U.S. market power in setting global
disclosure standards. IOSCO has also adopted many other consultative papers,
voluntary standards, and best practices, most notably its Objectives and
Principles of Securities Regulation, a high-level compendium meant to assist
national authorities in establishing and maintaining high regulatory standards.
While these standards have undoubtedly assisted domestic efforts to improve
financial market regulation and are used by the IMF and World Bank to
evaluate progress in these areas, they also tend to be pitched at a general level
and to avoid precise normative pronouncements on potentially controversial
issues.

4. Conclusions

IOSCO's achievements and failures are consistent with the hypotheses
articulated in Part III. IOSCO has been successful in coordinating mutual
assistance in securities law enforcement among regulators in developed
countries, an area where preferences are aligned and distributive and
enforcement problems are largely absent. The clash of interests between major
financial markets and OFCs undermined cooperation, until the September 11,
2001 terrorist attacks escalated concerns about money laundering and terrorist
financing and encouraged the FATF and U.S. authorities to adopt coercive
measures. Even under this new regime, OFCs have incentives to renege, and it
is doubtful that sustained compliance can be achieved through TRNs.
Likewise, divergent domestic preferences influenced the position of national
regulators in negotiating an agreement on capital adequacy for securities
firms, eventually leading to the demise of the proposed rules. Other efforts by
IOSCO have been characterized by the dominance of certain regulators or by
avoidance of controversial substantive standards.
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C. The International Competition Network

From the end of World War II until the 1980s, antitrust was a frequent source of regulatory conflict among Western market economies. Thus, before turning to an examination of the ICN’s structure and achievements, it is useful to examine the patterns of international antitrust cooperation before its establishment. This examination shows that, in the immediate postwar period, fundamentally divergent policy preferences created a deadlock between the United States and Europe that prevented most transatlantic antitrust cooperation. In the following decades, Europe’s preferences shifted toward alignment with the United States on the fundamental goals and principles of antitrust. This development raised the possibility of joint gains through administrative and enforcement coordination. The two regulators, however, retain substantial differences on specific doctrines and enforcement practices, which have so far prevented substantive harmonization. On the contrary, the two systems became rival standards, competing for influence on antitrust reform worldwide. It is against this background that the ICN was launched in 2001. While innovative and promising, it is just beginning to overcome its initial reluctance to address controversial issues. Whether its ambitious recent efforts in this direction will be successful remains to be seen.

1. International Antitrust Since 1945: Conflict, Convergence, and Rivalry

Prior to World War II, fundamental differences of economic policy between the United States and Europe made even the most elementary international antitrust cooperation efforts problematic. While modern U.S. antitrust law appeared in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when the Sherman and Clayton Acts were adopted and rigorously enforced to counter powerful monopolies, European countries tolerated and sometimes encouraged cartels well into the 1930s. As part of the postwar effort to restructure the international economic system, Western states attempted to incorporate basic antitrust provisions into the International Trade Organization structure contemplated by the 1948 Havana Charter. That effort failed, and in the decades immediately following World War II, there was a very clear divide between the United States’s forceful antitrust policy and Western Europe’s support for several international cartels as instruments of national economic and security policy.

This fundamental clash of domestic preferences over the desirability of strong antitrust policy precluded international cooperation. Instead, a pattern of recurrent conflict emerged, with each side attempting to vindicate its

preferred policy internationally through unilateral action. Thus, the United States applied its antitrust laws extraterritorially to prosecute several international cartels. In the *Alcoa* case, Judge Learned Hand famously held that anticompetitive practices "were unlawful, though made abroad, if they were intended to affect imports and did affect them," a doctrine that came to be known as the "effects principle." European countries responded to U.S. assertions of jurisdiction by adopting blocking statutes to hinder the extraterritorial enforcement of U.S. antitrust laws. They also strenuously resisted U.S. antitrust actions through legal and diplomatic means. In sum, the United States and Western European countries faced a deadlock on antitrust: their respective preferences were diametrically opposed, leaving virtually no room for joint gains through cooperation. As the hegemonic power in the postwar period, the United States was largely able to impose its preferred policy extraterritorially. But this ability was tempered by the U.S. desire to maintain strong security relationships with Western Europe, and by the enforcement difficulties posed by blocking statutes. This deadlock, however, gradually abated after the 1950s, as the preferences of European states shifted toward stricter antitrust policy under the influence of several factors. American authorities in occupied Germany imposed a decartelization law that, over time, developed into an extensive competition regime. Following the adoption of the Treaty of Rome and the creation of the European Economic Community, European states gradually

156. *United States v. Aluminum Co. of Am.*, 148 F.2d 416, 444 (2d Cir. 1945). Judge Learned Hand also stated the effects principle in more general terms by maintaining that "any state may impose liabilities, even upon persons not within its allegiance, for conduct outside its borders that has consequences within its borders which the state reprehends." *Id.* at 443.


158. In these efforts, European countries appealed to customary international law to curtail extraterritorial U.S. prosecutions, taking the position that the effects principle was an illegitimate basis for jurisdiction. These protests were never adjudicated, and the legality of extraterritorial antitrust prosecutions based on the so-called "effects principle" remained controversial.


centralized competition policy and enforcement in the hands of supranational institutions, and this common competition law became stronger than their preexisting national laws.\footnote{161} The decline of state-centered economic policy and the corresponding trends toward economic liberalization and privatization also pushed competition policy closer to the consumer-oriented standards favored in the United States.\footnote{162} Thus, by the 1990s, the divide between European and U.S. preferences had substantially narrowed: both now agreed on the fundamental goals and principles of antitrust policy, while they disagreed on several specific doctrines. During that period, Europe also grew in size and influence in international economic affairs. Its integrated economy now rivals that of the United States, and a large proportion of multinational firms operated or maintained assets within European territory, making them vulnerable to enforcement by EU authorities.\footnote{163} The combination of these trends—Europe's preference shift and its newfound status as a world economic power—has had two important consequences for international antitrust.

First, there is now greater space for joint gains through transatlantic cooperation. Europe now has both a greater interest in combating foreign anticompetitive practices that affect its markets and substantial capacity to compel foreign firms to comply with its laws. This realignment of interest and capabilities led to the rise of extraterritorial enforcement of European competition law, as Europe gradually abandoned its insistence on the illegality of the effects principle and effectively applied it to reach anticompetitive practices by foreign firms.\footnote{164} Conversely, while European competition law

\footnote{161. See Andrew Guzman, \textit{The Case for International Antitrust}, 22 BERKELEY J. INT'L L. 355, 361 (2004).}

\footnote{162. See Djelic & Kleiner, \textit{supra} note 155, at 291-93.}

\footnote{163. On Europe as a great world economic power, see DREZNER, \textit{supra} note 35, at 35-39.}

\footnote{164. See Joined Cases 89, 104, 114, 116, 117 & 125-29/85, Åhlström Osakeyhtiö v. Comm'n, 1988 E.C.R. 5193 (holding several non-EC wood pulp producers liable for conspiring to raise prices within the European Community). Both the European Court of Justice and European commentators have attempted to maintain a distinction between the "implementation doctrine" applied in this case and the "effects doctrine" applied by U.S. courts. See EINER ELHAUGE & DAMIEN GERADIN, GLOBAL ANTITRUST LAW AND ECONOMICS 1137-39 (2007). In virtually all plausible scenarios, however, the two approaches are bound to lead to the same result. European insistence at maintaining the distinction parallels the pre-Alcoa U.S. antitrust cases formally requiring substantial U.S. activities as a basis for jurisdiction, but nevertheless satisfying themselves with minimal contacts that were in no way central to the alleged violation. See \textit{id.} at 1144; see also Andre Fiebig, \textit{Modernization of European Competition Law as a Form of Convergence}, 19 TEMP. INT'L & COMP. L.J. 63, 81 (2005) ("The implementation requirement is simply another name for the effects test."). Likewise, in Gencor, a case involving a transaction through which British and South African companies would combine their platinum operations in South Africa and that had been approved by South African authorities, the European Court of First Instance concluded that the assertion of EU merger review jurisdiction over transactions between foreign firms was "justified under public international law when it is foreseeable that a proposed concentration will have an immediate and substantial effect in the Community." Case T-102/96, Gencor Ltd. v. Comm'n, 1999 ECR II-753, II-785. The German government specifically submitted that the turnover criteria invoked by European Community (EC) law were justified under public international law by the effects principle. See \textit{id.} at II-781. Under current law, proposed mergers and other "concentrations" between undertakings must be reviewed by the European Commission if it has a "Community dimension," meaning if the sales turnover of the undertakings concerned in Europe exceed certain thresholds. See Council Regulation 139/2004, On the Control of Concentrations Between Undertakings, 2004 O.J. (L 24) 1, 6 [hereinafter EC Merger Regulation]. At least one prominent commentator has concluded that, at least in the context of antitrust regulation, the effects principle is now generally accepted as a basis for jurisdiction. See Fox, \textit{supra} note 159, at 350 ("Jurisdiction over offshore acts that directly harm a}
now reaches foreign conduct with effects in the European Union, it does not condemn European conduct whose effects are felt abroad.\textsuperscript{165} The same jurisdictional pattern—extraterritorial application of antitrust laws based on the effects principle and disregard of anticompetitive conduct which only affects foreign markets—is also well established in the United States.\textsuperscript{166}

Since, however, each regulator faces practical and legal limits to its capacity to gather evidence and enforce its process abroad, it frequently needs the other’s assistance in enforcing its antitrust laws extraterritorially to protect its markets. In addition, in an increasingly integrated transatlantic economy, both recognize the efficiency benefits of coordinating their policies and procedures in matters such as concurrent merger reviews. As a result, the United States and European Union—along with several other important jurisdictions—have, since the early 1990s, pursued antitrust cooperation agreements that attempt to strike a delicate balance between, on the one hand, reaping gains from international cooperation and, on the other, preserving the distinctive substantive features of their respective regimes and retaining discretion to refuse or limit cooperation when genuine differences of policies exist or domestic political pressures make cooperation too costly.

More specifically, the 1995 Agreement between the United States and European Commission\textsuperscript{167} requires the parties to notify each other when their enforcement activities may affect their respective “important interests,” to exchange information relevant to the other party’s enforcement activities and render assistance related thereto, and to coordinate their enforcement activities when “it is in their mutual interest” to do so.\textsuperscript{168} The Agreement includes a positive comity provision by which each party can request that the other initiate enforcement activities in respect of anticompetitive practices carried out in the latter’s territory and which adversely affect “important interests” of regulating state, once the center of controversy, is now well accepted in the world.”).

\textsuperscript{165} See ELHAUGE & GERADIN, supra note 164, at 1156 (“A consequence of the ‘territorial jurisdiction’ principle applied in the European Commission is that practices by European firms whose only impact is outside the European Commission fall short of the substantive reach of European competition law.”). Elhauge and Geradin point out that there are exceptions to this rule in cases where export cartels create artificial scarcity in European markets or limit imports within the European Community, but these exceptions are consistent with the argument of this Article. On mergers, the turnover threshold in the EC Merger Regulation effectively constitutes a proxy for effects within the European Commission.


\textsuperscript{168} \textit{id.} arts. II-IV.
the former.\textsuperscript{169} It also contains a negative comity provision in which the parties agree to “consider important interests of the other Party” in decisions relating to investigations or proceedings.\textsuperscript{170} In particular, when important interests of the other party are at stake, the parties agree to consider a series of balancing factors in deciding whether and how to proceed.

Several features of the Agreement, however, mitigate its cooperative implications. Assistance is required only “to the extent compatible with the assisting party’s laws and important interests” and is thus largely discretionary.\textsuperscript{171} None of the parties is bound or authorized to release confidential business information to the other without the consent of the private parties involved in the investigation or review.\textsuperscript{172} Enforcement coordination is limited to “cases where both parties have an interest in pursuing enforcement activities,” leaving each party free to withhold cooperation.\textsuperscript{173} The positive comity provision makes it clear that it does not “limit[] the discretion of the notified Party under its competition laws and enforcement policies as to whether or not to undertake enforcement activities with respect to the notified anticompetitive activities.”\textsuperscript{174} Likewise, the main obligation relating to negative comity is to “consider the following factors . . . in seeking an appropriate accommodation of the competing interests,” a very low standard.\textsuperscript{175} Indeed, a commitment to refrain from extraterritorial enforcement would only make sense in the presence of a reciprocal commitment by the requested party to investigate but, as seen above, no such obligation is imposed by the Agreement.

Taken together, these qualifications strongly suggest that the purpose of the Agreement is limited to coordinating enforcement in cases where both parties share an interest in prohibiting anticompetitive practices adversely affecting both markets. For instance, if U.S. and European firms formed a transatlantic cartel to fix the price of a product in both markets, clearly both regulators would have an interest in pursuing enforcement action. In that case, the Agreement would be helpful because each regulator may need evidence from the other jurisdiction, to avoid imposing conflicting orders and remedies, and to avoid unnecessary duplication of costs for the regulators and businesses involved.\textsuperscript{176} But just as clearly, the Agreement is not meant to compel a party to conduct enforcement activities against anticompetitive activities, such as export cartels, that externalize negative welfare effects onto foreigners.\textsuperscript{177}

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{169} \textit{Id.} art. V.
\item \textsuperscript{170} \textit{Id.} art. VI.
\item \textsuperscript{171} \textit{Id.} art. IV.
\item \textsuperscript{172} \textit{Id.} art. VIII; see Devuyst, \textit{supra} note 62, at 148. The 1995 Van Miert Report stated that “it is clear that the ban on exchanging confidential information has created a major obstacle to close cooperation.” \textit{Competition Policy in the New Trade Order: Strengthening International Cooperation and Rules}, at 7, COM (1995) 359 final (July 12, 1995); see also \textit{id.} at 14.
\item \textsuperscript{173} 1991 Competition Agreement, \textit{supra} note 167, art. IV(2).
\item \textsuperscript{174} \textit{Id.} art. V(4). The enabling legislation for the most recent antitrust cooperation agreements entered into by the United States, the International Antitrust Enforcement Assistance Act, specifically conditions cooperation in individual cases on the Attorney General or the FTC’s determination that such cooperation is “consistent with the public interest of the United States.” 15 U.S.C. § 6207(a)(3) (2000).
\item \textsuperscript{175} 1991 Competition Agreement, \textit{supra} note 167, art. VI(3).
\item \textsuperscript{176} See Devuyst, \textit{supra} note 62, at 132.
\item \textsuperscript{177} The positive comity provisions of the 1991 Agreement were supplemented by a 1998 Agreement dealing specifically with this topic. \textit{See Agreement Between the Government of the United States and the Government of the European Union for the Exchange of Information on Antitrust Investigations and on Merger Investigations}, supra note 167, at 1-4.
\end{enumerate}
Neither does it compel that party to provide assistance that would help the affected state effectively exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction. The emphasis on coordination is confirmed by the practical experience of regulators, who appreciate the benefits of mutual assistance but recognize that "bilateral cooperation agreements . . . remain limited in scope and in effect." 178

Besides this procedural coordination, the second consequence of the rise of Europe as a major antitrust regulator has been increasing competition between its regime and that of the United States. Despite convergence on fundamental policies, important differences persist on substantive issues such as vertical restraints and the evaluation of potential unilateral effects following a proposed merger. 179 More generally, European competition policy is often seen as more hospitable to noneconomic policy concerns such as protecting certain categories of producers from competition or accommodating state-led cultural and industrial policies. There are also crucial differences between the blocs regarding antitrust enforcement: while U.S. authorities see private antitrust suits, treble damages, and severe criminal penalties as essential deterrents, these methods are generally frowned upon in Europe, which relies


The historic enforcement record of antitrust agencies around the world does not instill confidence in those agencies' willingness to pursue antitrust actions against domestic firms in instances where the practices of those firms have allegedly impaired the ability of foreign firms to compete effectively. In the absence of a nation's serious commitment to undertake such actions, where legally warranted, the benefits of positive comity may remain modest or illusory.


178. Communication from the Commission to the Council, Towards an International Framework of Competition Rules, at 8, COM (1996) 284 final (June 18, 1996); see also Waller, supra note 155; at 377 (noting the difficulty weak bilateral regimes posed to antitrust enforcement actions in the diamond trade). These agreements are part of a broader set of international efforts at antitrust cooperation. The OECD maintains a set of recommendations for national antitrust authorities, last updated in 1995. See OECD, Revised Recommendation of the Council Concerning Co-operation Between Member Countries on Anticompetitive Practices Affecting International Trade, OECD Doc. C(95)130/Final (Sept. 21, 1995), available at http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/60/42/21570317.pdf [hereinafter Cooperation Between Member States]. It also maintains a more recent set of guidelines on prosecuting "hard core" cartels. See OECD, Recommendation of the Council Concerning Effective Action Against Hard Core Cartels, OECD Doc. C(98)35/Final (May 13, 1998), available at http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/39/4/2350130.pdf [hereinafter Action Against Hard Core Cartels]. However, as in the case of the U.S.-EC agreements, the OECD instruments expressly preserve each state's "full freedom of ultimate decision" in cooperating with foreign investigations. See Action Against Hard Core Cartels, supra, § II(B)(2)(c) ("A Member country may decline to comply with a request for assistance, or limit or condition its co-operation on the ground that it considers compliance with the request to be not in accordance with its laws or regulations or to be inconsistent with its important interests or on any other grounds, including its competition authority's resource constraints or the absence of a mutual interest in the investigation or proceeding in question."); Cooperation Between Member States, supra, § II(B)(4)(b) ("Without prejudice to the continuation of its action under its competition law and to its full freedom of ultimate decision the Member country so addressed should give full and sympathetic consideration to the views expressed by the requesting country . . . .")
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primarily on public enforcement through civil penalties.\textsuperscript{180} As a result, attempts to harmonize substantive aspects of international competition policy through the OECD and U.N. Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) proved essentially fruitless,\textsuperscript{181} and U.S. and EU laws became "rival standards"\textsuperscript{182} that, especially during the 1990s, competed actively to shape emerging competition regimes in other countries. Thus, the European Union’s rapid expansion ensured the dominance of its competition model in the new democracies of Eastern Europe. Conversely, the U.S. model became increasingly influential within the United States’s immediate economic sphere, as illustrated by reforms of Mexican and Canadian antitrust laws that followed NAFTA.

2. The International Competition Network

a. Origins and Accomplishments

In 1997, the Clinton Administration convened an International Competition Policy Advisory Committee to provide recommendations for the future of U.S. international antitrust policy. In its influential 2000 report, the Committee called for the creation of "a new venue where government officials, as well as private firms, NGOs, and others can consult on matters of competition law and policy."\textsuperscript{183} As a result, the ICN was launched in 2001 to "address antitrust enforcement and policy issues of common interest and formulate proposals for procedural and substantive convergence."\textsuperscript{184}

The ICN’s concise governing instrument makes it clear that, while the ICN will "encourage the dissemination of antitrust experience and best practices," it will not "exercise any rule-making function" and will leave it to individual antitrust agencies “to decide whether and how to implement the recommendations.”\textsuperscript{185} The ICN is nonhierarchical in nature and consists of several working groups focused on specific aspects of international antitrust policy (such as cartels, mergers, and unilateral conduct), whose work is coordinated by a steering group of representatives from national antitrust agencies. The ICN is intended to be as inclusive as possible, welcoming members from both developed and developing countries as well as nongovernmental advisers from international organizations, industry and consumer groups, antitrust practitioners, and academics.\textsuperscript{186} In May 2007, the ICN announced that its membership had reached 100 agencies from 88 jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{187} The ICN does not maintain a permanent secretariat, and much

\textsuperscript{180} See Elhaug & Geradin, supra note 164, at 4.
\textsuperscript{181} See Waller, supra note 155, at 350-52.
\textsuperscript{182} On the concept of rival standards, see Drezner, supra note 35, at 78-81.
\textsuperscript{185} Id.
\textsuperscript{186} Id. at 2.
of its activity takes place at a yearly conference where recommendations and other important documents are officially adopted.

While it is too early to evaluate the ICN's impact on international antitrust cooperation, some preliminary observations may be made. First, the ICN's creation appears to have created significant momentum in the international antitrust world, and its working groups have been more active in recent years than more formal forums such as the OECD, UNCTAD, or the WTO. Most of the early activity dealt with procedural matters and capacity building. Thus, the Cartels Working Group drafted several chapters of a manual on antitrust enforcement techniques that is being used by antitrust agencies around the world to enhance their investigatory capabilities. The Merger Working Group has produced detailed recommended practices on merger notification and review procedures to help streamline the approval process for transnational mergers. The working groups have also organized international workshops to build enforcement capacity and disseminate best practices. They also encourage informal assistance to newer agencies on technical aspects of their work.

At the same time, the working groups have been gathering comparative information on substantive aspects of national regimes, and—more recently and with evident caution—have initiated projects to promote substantive convergence. Thus, the Unilateral Conduct Working Group compiled an extensive report on the objectives of unilateral conduct laws, the approaches used by various agencies to define "dominance" as a threshold for intervention, and state-created monopolies, and has published sets of recommended practices in the latter two areas. It is also moving forward with analyses of specific unilateral practices—such as predatory pricing and exclusive dealing—based on which it plans to "consider work on a general framework for assessing conduct."

The Cartels Working Group, for its part, released important reports on international antitrust cooperation and on the roles of public and private


189. See STATEMENT OF ACHIEVEMENTS, supra note 187, at 4.


enforcement, as well as templates comparing national enforcement regimes.\textsuperscript{192} Perhaps most remarkably, the Merger Working Group has produced guidance on crafting precise definitions of “merger” for the purposes of notification requirements, as well as a set of recommended practices for substantive merger analysis.\textsuperscript{193} While the document does not address more controversial substantive issues such as the assessment of potential unilateral and coordinated effects and their likelihood, the Working Group has placed these matters on its agenda for 2008-09.\textsuperscript{194} In all of these fields, there appears to be a shift in focus from procedural matters and comparative studies to actively promoting substantive policy convergence.

b. \textit{The ICN’s Prospects}

The historical background outlined above is crucial to understanding the prospects and limits of the ICN and other network-based approaches to international antitrust. When the world’s major economic powers were deadlocked by fundamentally incompatible preferences, international antitrust cooperation was intrinsically unattainable. Gradual convergence on the fundamental premises of competition policy has now created a space for mutually beneficial cooperation, leading to the adoption of bilateral treaties and other coordination mechanisms. But can the ICN build on these previous efforts and generate deeper international cooperation?

As illustrated by the failure of ambitious harmonization attempts and the weak obligations incorporated in bilateral treaties, governments have been reluctant to enter into deep and legally binding international antitrust commitments. Two distinctive characteristics of international antitrust help explain the limits of formal cooperation mechanisms. First, unlike other areas of international regulation where rules can be reduced to formal instruments and used to monitor compliance, domestic antitrust policy has been, since its inception, based on broadly worded legal provisions that establish general principles meant to be applied in a highly contextualized manner by specialized agencies and the courts.\textsuperscript{195} Given the diversity and complexity of the factual situations faced by regulators, antitrust analysis often requires detailed understanding of specific markets embedded in broader national regulatory environments, which makes it difficult to capture in rules and formulae except at the most general level. In this context, consultation and the development of common understandings through TRNs might be an attractive

\textsuperscript{192} See CO-OPERATION IN CARTEL INVESTIGATIONS, supra note 188.

\textsuperscript{193} See ICN, RECOMMENDED PRACTICES FOR MERGER ANALYSIS (2008), available at http://internationalcompetitionnetwork.org/media/library/Cartels/Merger_WG_1.pdf. The recommended practices, adopted by consensus, address (at a high level) the importance of a comprehensive and procompetitive legal framework for merger analysis; the use of market shares, thresholds, and presumptions; and the role of potential entry and expansion in evaluating the competitive impact of proposed mergers.


\textsuperscript{195} In this respect, U.S. antitrust laws are often analogized to constitutional provisions. See, e.g., United States v. Topco Assocs., 405 U.S. 596, 610 (1972); Appalachian Coals, Inc. v. United States, 288 U.S. 344, 359-60 (1933).
alternative to largely fruitless attempts at drafting meaningful international rules.\footnote{196}

Second, the reluctance to establish deep legal commitments also reflects the unilateral roots of international antitrust. As described above, both the U.S. and EU competition regimes follow jurisdictional rules that exclude domestic anticompetitive practices that affect only foreign markets from the scope of their antitrust laws, while enforcing the same laws extraterritorially against foreign practices with effects on their markets. In this framework, bilateral cooperation agreements are designed not to replace unilateralism, but to complement it by enlisting the assistance of foreign authorities in carrying out extraterritorial enforcement. While these agreements work in situations where state interests are aligned—for instance, when fighting international cartels whose net effects are negative in both jurisdictions or reducing duplicative transaction costs and delays for transnational mergers—regulators cannot bind themselves systematically to cooperate with foreign investigations or defer to their results, because they know that sometimes the targets will be practices that benefit their countries or are otherwise unassailable for domestic political reasons.\footnote{197} Examples of this include not only export cartels, but also a range of situations where political considerations are alleged to result in weak antitrust enforcement, such as high-profile mergers involving loss of national control over politically sensitive industries or “national champions.”\footnote{198} In this light, the language of the bilateral treaties appears tailored to coordinate enforcement in the many cases where interests coincide, while preserving a pressure valve for noncooperation where powerful domestic constituencies oppose it.

\footnote{196}{See Tarullo, supra note 179, at 478-79, 482, 490.}
\footnote{197}{Both U.S. and EU antitrust authorities are required to act according to law, and their institutions were designed to insulate them from political pressures. Nevertheless, they are held accountable to their respective political constituencies through regular oversight of their activities. FTC and Department of Justice officials frequently appear before Congress, and the EC competition commissioner is “regularly grilled” by the European Parliament. Devuyst, supra note 62, at 130. The Commission, while independent, nevertheless values good relations with European member states, whose votes on the Council of Ministers are necessary to bring its legislative proposals into law. Moreover, legal constraints also limit the ability of the Commission to act on its own initiative to deepen international cooperation. In 1994, the European Court of Justice held that the Commission had exceeded its jurisdiction by entering into the 1991 antitrust cooperation agreement with U.S. authorities, as only the Council has the power to bind Europe in international law. See Case C-327/91, France v. Comm’n., 1994 E.C.R. I-3641; see also Corrigendum to Decision 95/145, 1995 O.J. (L 131) 38. While the agreement was subsequently ratified by the Council, the case confirmed the need to escalate binding cooperation initiatives from the Commission to the Council, thus reducing the experts’ freedom of action vis-à-vis Europe’s political authorities.}
\footnote{198}{The result is a situation where U.S. and EU regulators may differ substantially in their assessment of a case and participants on each side accuse the other of covert political motives. In the Boeing/McDonnell Douglas case, for instance, the European Commission initially prohibited a merger between two large U.S. manufacturers of large passenger aircraft. It eventually approved the transaction after imposing much stricter conditions than those demanded by the United States. See Commission Decision 97/816, 1997 O.J. (L 336) 16 (EC). The Commission’s role became controversial because of perception in the United States that it was unduly protecting the interests of Boeing’s only remaining competitor, Airbus. See Eleanor M. Fox, Mergers in Global Markets: GE/Honeywell and the Future of Merger Control, 23 U. Pa. J. Int’l Econ. L. 457, 467 (2002). Similarly, in the GE/Honeywell case, the Commission prohibited a merger between two U.S. manufacturers of jet engines and avionics that had previously been approved by U.S. authorities. See Commission Decision 2004/134, 2004 O.J. (L048) 1.}
Given this background, it may well be that networking through the ICN is the best, and perhaps the only realistic, option for progress on international antitrust cooperation. As seen above, the legal doctrines governing many areas of antitrust law have converged to such an extent that differences arise not from the rules themselves, but in the application of economic theories to analyze specific practices and industries. In this context, informal networking through the ICN can plausibly catalyze deeper convergence among the methods used by various national regulators. Another reason the ICN approach may be desirable is that, according to some international antitrust experts, greater harmonization has been impeded in the past by substantial uncertainties concerning its distributive effects. Unlike a formal agreement on antitrust principles, informal cooperation through the ICN may allow regulators to reduce such uncertainties by experimenting with different approaches and developing a sense of their economic impact without making binding commitments. If this happens, sociological accounts of TRNs may be able to draw usefully on the ICN as a favorable case study. It is crucial to acknowledge, however, that a very substantial degree of convergence happened before reaching this stage, with that convergence attributable to exogenous factors in the absence of TRNs.

3. Conclusions

Although it is too early to assess the impact of the ICN’s efforts, there are reasons to be cautiously hopeful. It must be recalled, however, that any assessment of the ICN takes place within a broader historical context where expectations regarding international antitrust cooperation are limited by several factors. Because of the important differences in substantive antitrust law and practice, the unilateral nature of international antitrust enforcement, and persistent domestic pressures to use antitrust policy for national gain in specific cases, antitrust regulators recognize the practical limits of international cooperation. For instance, the idea of an optimal global competition policy based on deep substantive harmonization or reciprocal assistance commitments is widely seen as infeasible. Given the dispersion of antitrust authority within both the United States and the European Union, complex internal bureaucratic disputes also complicate the prospects for greater cooperation. Against this background, TRNs shine as an attractive alternative, but it remains to be seen whether the ICN succeeds in promoting further substantive convergence and reducing the incidence of conflicting decisions. In the meantime, the claims that international antitrust is “rife with informal cooperation” and that network regulation “avoids the race” between national competitors appear, although not devoid of foundation, somewhat premature.

199. Anu Bradford argues that, even if harmonization would create joint gains, it may be impaired by a dual distributional and informational problem. In essence, states know that there will be winners and losers, but because the effects on their firms and consumers are hard to predict, they cannot agree ex ante on equivalent concessions in other areas. Anu Bradford, International Antitrust Negotiations and the False Hope of the WTO, 48 Harv. Int’l L.J. 383, 413-32 (2007).

200. See Waller, supra note 155, at 378-80.

201. Slaughter & Zaring, supra note 119, at 217.
V. REASSESSING REGULATORY NETWORKS

A. The Limits of Regulatory Networks

Based on these case studies, what conclusions can we draw regarding the role and importance of TRNs in global governance? At the outset, these cases invalidate the hypothesis that TRNs are, in essence, technocratic forums where specialized regulators settle complex issues of international regulatory cooperation free from domestic politics. Admittedly, this claim is rarely made in such absolute terms, but it nevertheless underlies the idea that regulators acting within TRNs can—and should—develop a dual loyalty to domestic interests and to "the rights and interests of all peoples," as well as to the network literature's disinterest in the distributive and compliance issues raised by international regulation. Far from being removed from domestic politics, regulators are tied to them by multiple channels of accountability and incentives structures that generally outweigh their loyalty to global interests.

The impact of domestic pressures on regulatory networks is most dramatically illustrated by instances of direct political intervention. The Basel II negotiations provide a vivid example: it is perfectly clear that Chancellor Schroeder would not have permitted German banking regulators to agree to rules that would harm SMEs, even if they had thought the policy would improve global financial stability. More significant, however, is that all three case studies demonstrate the weight of domestic preferences in shaping the strategic interactions among national regulators and the eventual outcome. This is why, for instance, negotiations on capital regulations played out very differently in the Basel Committee and IOSCO. Domestic pressures on U.S. and U.K. regulators to improve confidence in their financial system while preserving the competitiveness of their international banks led to the Basel Accord, while U.S. domestic resistance and a lesser sense of urgency doomed IOSCO's effort to establish capital rules for securities firms. Likewise, global efforts to enforce securities laws and combat money laundering faced resistance by OFCs eager to protect their domestic financial industry, until the September 11, 2001 attacks raised the stakes and led developed economies to adopt a more coercive approach.

Importantly, the fact that regulators are bound to domestic interests does not mean that TRNs are unable to pursue collective aims. It means, however, that the clashes of state interests that generally hinder international cooperation efforts also occur in TRNs. As a result, if one leaves aside pure coordination games, efforts by TRNs to establish global regulatory standards must address distributive and enforcement problems. The difficulty is that TRNs lack the institutional capacity to respond effectively. As regulators generally lack legal jurisdiction to offer linkages or side payments, distributive problems may be "papered over" by diluting the substantive global standards, thus undermining their effectiveness. Thus, some Basel I rules adopted to secure broad agreement to the Accord—such as the flexible
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The definition of capital and artificially low requirements for home mortgages and short-term loans to OECD countries and banks—favored investment in assets and countries that later were at the center of major financial upheavals. Had the Basel I rules been determined exclusively in relation to the objective of preserving global financial stability, these assets would likely have been treated less favorably.

The presence of distributive problems also creates opportunities for powerful states to secure their preferred outcome through incentives and threats, as illustrated by the imposition of money laundering and securities fraud rules on OFCs. On their own, there is little chance that OFCs would have agreed to take extensive steps against money laundering, as their domestic constituencies strongly preferred lax regulation. Their cooperation was secured through threats of sanctions and loss of access to the markets on which their financial industry depends. In such cases, the resulting standards may be globally efficient, but powerful states will enjoy a disproportionate share of the benefits. This was also arguably the case when the United States and the United Kingdom maneuvered to secure adoption of the Basel I. While the higher capital levels mandated by Basel I likely improved global financial stability, the Accord also allowed the two sponsors to maintain their competitive position despite the recapitalization they would have had to accomplish in any event.

In addition, given their lack of monitoring, dispute-resolution, or enforcement mechanisms, TRNs are ill equipped to effectively address enforcement problems. Thus, the 1988 Basel I Accord gradually unraveled as national regulators adopted self-serving exceptions and interpretations because the Committee had little effective leverage to enforce its rules. Similarly, while antitrust assistance agreements facilitate enforcement coordination when mutually beneficial, they painstakingly avoid commitments that would bind the two powers to act against important domestic interests in specific cases. IOSCO has likewise largely avoided adopting substantive rules that might be undermined by opportunism.

B. Alternative Arguments for TRNs

The existing literature suggests—but does not fully develop—two hypotheses regarding how TRNs might overcome these difficulties. First, although TRNs lack enforcement capabilities, market pressures may effectively compel states and private actors to comply with global standards once they are adopted. Second, repeated interactions through TRNs might “socialize” participants into patterns of norms and expectations favoring the pursuance of international cooperation over parochial state interests.

1. Market Enforcement of Network Rules

The paradigmatic example invoked in support of the first hypothesis is Basel I, as many commentators believe that open noncompliance by a developing country with bank capital adequacy rules would likely trigger
capital flight and other severe market consequences. This argument is based on a valid intuition, but it suffers from serious limitations. While it addresses the enforcement problem, it does nothing to solve the inevitable distributive issues that arise in negotiation; in fact, it likely aggravates them. If states know that markets will constrain them to comply with regulatory standards developed by TRNs, they will be even more hesitant to make concessions to reach an agreement.

More importantly, the argument that markets will enforce global standards is highly contingent on the circumstances of individual regulatory efforts. Market pressures may have favored compliance with Basel I, but in another era they also destroyed the Bretton Woods fixed exchange-rate system. Likewise, the WTO system, with its extensive dispute-resolution and countermeasures mechanisms, was clearly designed on the assumption that market incentives are insufficient to override domestic protectionist interests and achieve mutual trade liberalization. If markets systematically rewarded compliance with regulation, there would be little need for domestic regulatory enforcement—or indeed for any regulation at all beyond voluntary standards. Yet few of us would be satisfied with market-enforced, voluntary standards for food and drug safety, environmental protection, or securities regulation. If market failures provide the theoretical justification for regulation in the first instance, it appears paradoxical to insist that market discipline will systematically compensate for the enforcement deficiencies of TRNs. At the very least, the claim that TRN standards are effectively enforced by markets requires more theoretical development and empirical support.

2. Sociological Theories of Compliance

The second hypothesis is that, by virtue of the ties created by the proliferation of TRNs, regulators are gradually becoming “socialized” into systematically pursuing international cooperation. Thus, Slaughter contends, government officials—like “[s]heep farmers, diamond merchants, and sumo wrestlers”—can develop and enforce collective norms without formal legal structures or enforcement capabilities. By drawing attention to the importance of transnational social interactions among government actors in shaping international regulatory initiatives, some scholars open up the intriguing possibility that TRNs might function as an alternative mode of international governance alongside markets and formal hierarchies. If this is indeed the case, the network of ties among national regulators may, over time, counterbalance their domestic constraints and foster greater cooperation than is in fact observed in contemporary case studies.
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206. For instance, there is evidence that in certain economic contexts, the existence of social networks between participants in the production process may produce Pareto-efficient behavior that
Here again, several caveats are in order. For instance, there is no doubt that the literature on TRNs can draw important insights from the extensive and growing scholarship on social networks. One of the foundational principles of this scholarship, however, is that detailed empirical analysis of specific networks is necessary in order to draw conclusions regarding their effects in a given area. In particular, formal social network analysis involves difficult but crucial methodological issues. It typically begins by specifying the relevant actors ("nodes"), identifying the nature of the links ("ties") between them, and "rigorously applying mathematical graph and topology principles to the data." Beyond mapping networks, social network analysis attempts to draw conclusions by quantifying numerous factors, including the centrality of actors, the relative density of parts of the network, identification of "cores" and "peripheries," blocks and cliques of densely-related actors, and many others. Through both pictorial representation and quantitative analysis, "the structural analyst seeks to uncover the fundamental forms and processes of social and political behavior." It is plain that fruitfully applying this approach to TRNs would require extensive study of specific networks and a thoughtful and cautious approach to vexing methodological issues. Are the relevant actors states, agencies, or individual officials? What is the nature of the ties that should be studied? Are we interested in official cooperation arrangements, common membership in TRN governing boards or specialized committees, common attendance at conferences, or personal links of acquaintance or friendship? What are the boundaries of the network? If, as one might expect, the boundaries are set so as to focus on the emerging transnational ties among regulators, is there not a risk of downplaying the impact of domestic social links among officials, politicians, and industry groups? Are we interested in the causes or effects of TRNs, and in compliance with their output or their effectiveness in addressing concrete problems? Slaughter and other advocates of TRNs do not, however, engage this scholarship directly or draw on its techniques to conduct a systematic analysis of TRNs.


207. This is not to suggest, however, that social network theory is the only sociological approach that might be fruitfully applied to TRNs. For example, Ryan Goodman and Derek Jinks have developed a detailed theory of how human rights norms may spread through global acculturation processes. See Ryan Goodman & Derek Jinks, How To Influence States: Socialization and International Human Rights Law, 54 DUKE L.J. 621 (2004); Ryan Goodman & Derek Jinks, International Law and State Socialization: Conceptual, Empirical and Normative Challenges, 54 DUKE L.J. 983 (2005); Ryan Goodman & Derek Jinks, Toward an Institutional Theory of Sovereignty, 55 STAN. L. REV. 1749 (2003). This approach might also be applied to TRNs, although it would have to carefully examine how acculturation processes can be successful in regulatory areas where interstate externalities and differences in preferences are more pronounced than in the human rights arena, and isomorphism between state institutions does not necessarily lead to interstate cooperation. For an attempt to incorporate sociological research on norms into an account of a TRN, see Whitehead, supra note 33.
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210. On a more fundamental level, one might also question whether the social network paradigm is appropriate to the study of the more formal TRNs (such as the Basel Committee and IOSCO), which have fairly elaborate organizational forms, including formal membership rules, deliberations, and decisionmaking structures, and that produce written standards and recommendations.
Beyond its lack of empirical support, this approach is problematic in light of the fact that social networking is not always beneficial—indeed, it can have severe perverse effects. In an influential discussion of the role of social networks in economic life, Mark Granovetter insists that he is not "rejecting one kind of optimistic functionalism for another, in which networks of relations, rather than morality or arrangements, are the structure that fulfills the function of sustaining order." 217 Not only do networks "penetrate irregularly and in differing degrees in different sectors of economic life, thus allowing for what we already know: distrust, opportunism, and disorder are by no means absent,"212 but sometimes they also actively foster these phenomena. "[W]hile social relations may indeed often be a necessary condition for trust and trustworthy behavior," he goes on, "they are not sufficient to guarantee these and may even provide occasion and means for malfeasance and conflict on a scale larger than in their absence."213 Thus, the mutual trust created by social links can create new opportunities for malfeasance; networks can help sustain cooperative relationships among actors pursuing undesirable goals; and certain configurations of social relations can promote conflicts by creating rival coalitions.214 The double-edged nature of social networks also infuses Granovetter's challenge of the assumption of efficacy of hierarchical power within organizations, where he points to studies showing how networks of social relations among employees undermined the internal auditing and accounting policies of their firm, and thus its economic efficiency.215

The implications of these two deficiencies of TRN scholarship—its lack of systematic empirical support and its inattention to the potential perverse effects of social networking—undercut its ability to draw on social network analysis to buttress its argument that TRNs improve global governance. In particular, the latter deficiency raises the troublesome possibility that the increasing social connections among regulators might facilitate cooperation in pursuance of self-interested objectives rather than the public good,216 while
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216. The possibility that regulators might act out of such self-interested motives raises considerations that parallel those typically addressed by public choice analysis. For a discussion of public choice theory, see infra Section V.D.
the former prevents any definitive judgment on the actual effects and merits of the social connections created by specific TRNs. One might object that the study of TRNs is in its infancy, and that the existing literature has had the merit of indicating the need for further, more specific research. While this is true, it is hardly consistent with Slaughter's strong normative claim in favor of TRNs.

C. Networks and Soft Law

Importantly, none of these considerations implies that TRNs lack a proper place in the constellation of global governance mechanisms. For instance, the largely successful coordination of securities fraud and money laundering enforcement among developed countries illustrates the usefulness of TRNs in addressing regulatory coordination problems. The effectiveness of independent national regulation was challenged by exogenous events, including technological developments and the globalization of financial markets. TRNs allowed national authorities to coordinate their responses and achieve their common objectives. Likewise, the United States and Europe entered into limited antitrust enforcement agreements that facilitate coordination but preserve national autonomy in cases where important national interests diverge. Beyond enforcement coordination, TRNs have proven useful in several contexts where state interests are largely aligned, such as collecting and disseminating reliable information, developing best practices, and building regulatory capacity in developing countries.

These successes of TRNs, alongside the limits described above, point to the possibility of a theoretical account of TRNs that eschews excessive optimism in favor of a pragmatic understanding of the circumstances under which networks can effectively promote international regulatory cooperation. The recent literature on "soft law" indicates that there are several reasons why states seeking to cooperate may rationally avoid resorting to legally binding agreements. States often favor informal agreements in areas where uncertainty is high because they retain more flexibility to modify the agreement in light of changed circumstances. Since informal agreements signal a lower degree of international commitment than formal agreements, divergences in preferences among states are easier to bridge with informal agreements, and the reputational costs of breach or withdrawal are smaller. They can also be concluded quickly, because they are not subject to the same domestic ratification procedures as treaties and have a lower public profile. The main drawback of informal agreements relative to treaties is that, since the reputational costs and enforcement mechanisms are weaker, informal commitments are less credible and less likely to constrain opportunism by states.

This essentially functionalist account of international soft law is a useful starting point for a rationalist account of TRNs, because many of the characteristics of the former—flexibility, speed, facilitating compromise—are

also associated with the latter. The two phenomena are also linked by the fact that TRNs often adopt regulatory standards in the form of nonbinding instruments, such as Basel I and the IOSCO MMOU. The case studies developed in this article, however, point to two important qualifications to the functionalist account of soft law. First, as demonstrated by Kal Raustiala, the account developed by Lipson, Abbott, and Snidal is insufficient to explain the prevalence of formal international instruments unless supplemented by an examination of domestic preferences and the resulting demand for international cooperation. Raustiala’s argument is consistent with the findings of this Article regarding the role of domestic pressures in shaping the preferences that national regulators take to TRN negotiations.

Second, the functionalist literature insufficiently emphasizes that, while it may be rational for states to act through informal networks and agreements in certain circumstances, this does not mean that the results constitute an optimal regulatory outcome from a collective standpoint. While these authors make no such claim, their existing theoretical framework is too easily enlisted to support an overly optimistic outlook on international regulatory cooperation. Based on the hypotheses—that “technical areas” of international regulatory cooperation exhibit low risks of opportunism; benefit from expertise, secrecy, speed, and flexibility; and generate less pressure from domestic interest groups who usually favor treaties over informal agreements—widespread use of informal networks and agreements seems like the natural, and optimal, outcome.

The reality of international regulatory cooperation is less tidy. It is true that cooperation efforts initiated by TRNs and embodied in informal instruments are often “coordination problems,” but this is precisely because TRNs generally avoid ambitious, substantive efforts at regulatory harmonization that would require the sacrifice of short-term domestic interests and create enforcement problems they could not handle effectively. It is also true that informal cooperation can often produce some agreement despite divergent state preferences, but this observation misleadingly suggests that papering over differences with a vague or unenforceable agreement—possibly aimed at appeasing vocal domestic constituencies—constitutes effective global governance. While informal cooperation may well be optimal in cases where mere coordination is needed, it would be rash to discount the likelihood that it serves as a second-best alternative in many situations where deeper regulatory cooperation would be optimal but no instrument exists that adequately reconciles the needs for speed, flexibility, and compromise with the mechanisms needed to overcome distribution and enforcement problems. Research on TRNs should also be mindful of Daniel Drezner’s theory that powerful states intentionally steer international regulatory efforts toward forums that are more likely to produce their desired outcomes. This suggests that, in some cases, states that resist cooperation may support TRN
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efforts precisely because they provide an appearance of cooperation but are unlikely to constrain those states' preferred policies.

D. Networks, Global Administrative Law, and Public Choice

One of the consequences of the growing visibility of TRNs has been to raise concerns regarding the transparency and accountability of network rulemaking in comparison with national regulatory processes. Thus, recent scholarship on the globalization of administrative law views favorably the implementation of notice and comment as well as other accountability procedures in international rulemaking. Michael Barr and Geoffrey Miller argue that the extensive consultation process undertaken by the Basel Committee to revise its capital accord "could be a model for international rule-making with greater accountability and legitimacy." The original Basel Accord and its 1996 amendments were the results of confidential international negotiations and were presented for comments in the United States after they had been finalized by the Committee and endorsed by U.S. regulators. This led to complaints that the normal regulatory process had been circumvented: the Accord was effectively presented as a \textit{fait accompli} and the scope of public comments was limited to the Accord's implementation rather than its content. By contrast, the Basel II adoption process incorporated several rounds of drafting, hundreds of public comments, and fundamental revisions to the original proposal.

Barr and Miller's position is understandable. Admittedly, international rulemaking can hardly be legitimate without some accountability mechanisms. A better process may also, as Zaring argues, strengthen the resulting norms against domestic judicial review. One may wonder, however, whether implementing extensive procedures modeled on domestic administrative law will destroy—or at least dilute—the very informality, speed, and flexibility that are said to be the main benefits of TRNs. At the very least, the extensive delays experienced by Basel II call into question the idea of simply mirroring domestic notice and comment procedures, as the result may be an endless gauntlet of public review, first at the international level and then domestically within each participating state. More importantly, while praising the Basel II consultative process, Barr and Miller show little interest in evaluating its actual output. From their standpoint, the superposition of international and national regulatory processes leads to desirable national variation, which, as long as it is "consistent with the essential principles of a global standard," can enhance its legitimacy and practical reach. But when states face a cooperation problem, as in the case of global capital standards, national variation and regulatory discretion may be symptoms of an ineffective regime.
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If, as argued above, Basel II’s substantive weaknesses aggravate some of the flaws in Basel I, greater accountability and transparency may have been purchased at the price of the “essential principles” the revision was meant to promote.

Finally, an important dimension of international regulatory cooperation that has not been explicitly explored in this Article is the agency problem caused by delegation to regulators. I have hypothesized that, in most cases, domestic legal and political controls are sufficiently strong to align the actions of national regulators with prevailing domestic interests. This hypothesis appears to fit the case studies. Nevertheless, a substantial body of public choice theory suggests that regulators—like other governmental actors—act according to self-regarding incentives, with results that may be detrimental to the welfare of their constituents. The nature and effects of this agency problem are notoriously difficult to identify or measure. Bureaucrats may strive to maximize their agency’s budget or their discretion.²²⁷ In both cases, predictions have proven hard to make and to confirm empirically.²²⁸ In the context of international regulatory cooperation, these problems are compounded by the multiplicity of national regulators facing different domestic constituencies, incentives and constraints.

Public choice scholars have suggested that TRNs may be vehicles for domestic regulators to advance initiatives that would not be politically feasible without outside support. While this may be beneficial in some cases, it may also allow regulators to create a common front to expand their bureaucratic power in their respective states to the detriment of their constituents’ welfare.²²⁹ This possibility raises additional concerns when one considers the phenomenon of “regulatory capture” by which, through constant lobbying and revolving-door policies, regulators come to identify their interests with those of the industry they regulate.²³⁰ While these considerations do not support definitive conclusions about the implications of public choice theory for TRNs, they suggest a paradox. On the one hand, if networks are effectively held accountable through domestic legal and political constraints, then their contribution to global governance will be limited. On the other hand, the more domestic autonomy they have, the more likely they are to enhance international enforcement and harmonization of standards—but also to act in ways that reflect the self-interest of regulators rather than aggregate welfare.


VI. CONCLUSION

The pioneers of regulatory network scholarship have made an important contribution to international law scholarship by attracting attention to a significant and unrecognized phenomenon. This Article has shown, through a theoretical analysis and case studies of prominent networks, that TRNs can effectively solve some, but not all, problems of international regulatory cooperation. In particular, TRNs are unlikely to be effective in areas that raise significant distributive or enforcement problems. Like any policy instrument, their full potential can only be realized when both their benefits and limitations are recognized. The challenge for future work on TRNs is consequently to conduct detailed theoretical and empirical analysis to reveal under what circumstances and through which mechanisms TRNs can produce effective regulatory cooperation. This Article offers three suggestions in this respect.

First, and most importantly, future research on TRNs must be sensitive to the political aspects of international regulatory cooperation. This Article proposes a theoretical framework for doing so, by first looking to the domestic preferences that shape the positions of national regulators, and then to the resulting configuration of national preferences and capabilities at the international level. In some areas, one might find states deadlocked over the most basic aspects of cooperation, in which case TRN standards will likely be shallow and ineffective. In others, TRNs may be successful at solving pure coordination games to the benefit of all states concerned. Many areas of cooperation, however, will involve distributive or enforcement problems, and the efforts of TRNs to address those areas require careful scrutiny to identify phenomena such as coercion by powerful states, distributive tradeoffs that undermine the effectiveness of cooperation, and records of recurrent noncompliance or defection. In all cases, legal scholarship on TRNs should avoid taking their output at face value and should instead draw on specialized legal scholarship on the substantive areas involved, which is often critical of the effectiveness of informal international standards. It should also, whenever possible, draw on international relations scholarship, which often points out the strategic conflicts inherent in international regulatory efforts.

Second, as noted above, some recent scholarship on TRNs draws on sociological theories of compliance to explain how participation in networks might lead regulators to redefine their interests and prefer international cooperation. These accounts, however, tend to be conjectural and pitched at a high level of generality, and are thus difficult to prove or falsify. This Article does not deny—much less disprove—that sociological phenomena such as persuasion or acculturation might facilitate international regulatory cooperation. It calls, however, for much more detailed theoretical and empirical analysis by those who wish to rely on such theories to establish the effectiveness of TRNs, particularly in circumstances where the framework proposed here predicts ineffective results. While proposing specific orientations for this research is beyond the scope of this Article, an important challenge will be to elaborate a convincing account of how the relatively diffuse contacts created by TRNs can outweigh the multiple pressures, both
formal and informal, that tend to align regulators with the preferences of domestic constituencies. In this respect, it will be crucial to explain how sociological accounts, which have been most prominently deployed in the area of international human rights, can be transposed to international regulatory issues that raise very different strategic interactions. With appropriate caveats due to the substantial degree of preexisting convergence due to domestic factors, the case study of the nascent ICN suggests that it might be promising ground for further research along these lines.

Finally, this Article calls for research on TRNs to turn away from ambitious normative claims toward a more cautious approach. The case studies clearly indicate that even the most prominent TRNs, such as the Basel Committee and IOSCO, suffer from substantial shortcomings. The domestic legal and political constraints they face, and the role that international power relationships play in their activities, shows that TRNs are, in essence, an extension of traditional politics. Clearly, states may choose to interact through networks in complex regulatory areas where speed, expertise, and flexibility are essential, and many issues can be addressed through simple coordination. The intrinsic institutional limitations of TRNs, however, raise doubts that, without fundamental institutional changes, they will build upon these existing successes to secure effective cooperation when state interests diverge. In theory, TRNs could, with the support of states, develop mechanisms to effectively overcome distributive and enforcement problems: countries could expand the jurisdiction of their regulators to facilitate cross-area linkages; they could free regulators to pursue the global public good by loosening their accountability structures; and they could empower them to set up verification and dispute-resolution mechanisms. The problem, of course, is that this would undermine the very features of TRNs—specialization, decentralization, and informality—that make them normatively attractive in the first instance. The globalization paradox identified by Slaughter is real and abiding. TRNs do not eliminate the tensions between effective global governance, subsidiarity, and democratic accountability. Hopes that they may create "a genuinely new set of possibilities for a future world order" will likely remain elusive.